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Preface'This!thesis!was!carried!out!in!order!to!investigate!the!possibility!of!installing!a!roof!photovoltaic!(PV)!system!on!a!farm!in!Rygge.!Thousands!of!farms!exist!in!Norway!today,!and!many!of!these!have! in! common! that! they! have! high! electricity! consumption! and! large! roof! surfaces.! These!surfaces!could!be!utilized!for!power!production!by!installing!a!PV!system,!which!would!provide!clean,!locally!produced!electricity.!!The!thesis!was!a!part!of!a!project! initiated!by!Multiconsult!AS!where!the!different!possibilities!for!local!energy!production!in!the!agricultural!sector!were!considered.!In!addition!to!this!thesis!concerning!PV!systems,!two!other!master!theses!have!been!written!simultaneously,!considering!local!windG!and!biogass!production,!respectively.!!I!would!like!to!thank!my!supervisor,!Dr.Ing!Espen!Olsen,! for!his!assistance!during!my!work!on!this! thesis.! He! has! contributed! through! discussions,! by! assisting! in! the! search! for! relevant!information!and!with!his!general!insight!into!the!PV!industry.!!Furthermore,! I! would! like! to! thank! Dr.Ing! Bjørn! Thorud,! coGsupervisor! and! Head! of! Solar! at!Multiconsult,! and! Siv! Helene! Nordahl,! consultant! at! the! same! company.! Bjørn! initiated! this!thesis,! and! provided! with! me! answers! to! technical! and! economical! questions! regarding! PV!systems.!He!also!gave!me!a!great!start!to!this!project!by!inviting!me!to!a!twoGday!course!in!PV!system!design.!Siv!Helene!helped!me!particularly!in!the!work!with!the!simulation!software!used!in!the!thesis,!and!also!answered!technical!questions!regarding!PV!system!design.!!I! would! also! like! to! thank! Per! Olaf! Roer! for! letting!me! use! his! farm! as! a! case! study,! and! for!providing!me!with!all!the!information!I!needed!regarding!technical!specifications!on!the!farm.!!Finally,! I!would! like! to! thank!my! friends!and!colleagues!at! room!TF209! for!many!good! laughs!and!interesting!discussions!during!this!semester.!!Ås,!May!13th!2013!!!_____________________________!Andreas!Madland!Størdal!
'!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Abstract'In!this!thesis,!the!possibility!of!installing!a!roof!PV!system!on!a!farm!in!Rygge,!Norway!has!been!evaluated.! The! farm! has! electricity! consumption! equivalent! to! about! eight! Norwegian!households,!and!several!large,!southward!facing!roof!surfaces.!!!Meteorological!data!for!the!area!has!been!assessed!in!order!to!determine!the!resource!base!for!solar!power!production.!The! collection!process!has! revealed! that! the! amount!of! irradiation! in!this!area!is!uncertain,!and!different!sources!provide!different!values!with!respect!to!the!amount!of! irradiation! in! the! area.! In! the! main! simulations,! irradiation! data! from! a! weather! station!located! approximately! 30! kilometres! from! the! farm! was! used.! The! data! from! this! weather!station! suggest! that! the! annual! irradiation! on! the! horizontal! plane! is! approximately! 880!kWh/m2.!!Different! factors! that! affect! the! performance! of! a! PV! system! have! been! evaluated,! including!module!orientation,!shading!and!efficiency!losses.!A!shade!analysis!for!the!different!roofs!on!the!farm!has!been!made.!The!analysis!shows!that!there!is!limited!shading!on!the!farm!roofs,!and!that!shading!losses!mainly!occur!during!winter!when!irradiance!levels!are!low.!!The!simulation!software!PVsyst!have!used!to!design!and!simulate!several!PV!systems!for!each!of!the! three! largest! roofs! on! the! farm.! Different! moduleG! and! inverter! types! were! used! in! the!simulations! in!order! to! find! the!bestGperforming!system! for!each!roof.!All! the!bestGperforming!systems! included!REC!modules.! Two! systems! included! inverters! from!Eltek! Valere,!while! one!system!included!inverters!from!SMA.!!The!simulations!show!that!systems!with!a!combined!peak!power!of!105.5!kWp!could!be!installed!on!the!three!largest!roofs!on!the!farm.!!The!simulated!specific!yield!for!the!three!roofs!was!821!kWh/kWp! year,! and! the! combined! production!was! 86! 607! kWh/year.! The! production!would!cover!50%!of!the!local!consumption!in!2012.!!The!amount!of!installed!PV!systems!in!Norway!is!limited,!and!several!of!the!parameters!used!in!the!simulations!are!therefore!subject!to!uncertainties.!Additional!simulations!were!performed!in!order!to!investigate!the!sensitivity!in!system!performance!to!a!change!in!three!key!parameters:!Irradiation!data,!soiling!losses!and!module!UGvalue.!!The!sensitivity!analysis!shows!that!a!change!of! source! for! the! irradiation! data! could! affect! the! simulated! system! performance! by! 15%.! ! A!change! in! soiling! loss! settings,!mainly! determined! by! snow! cover! on! the!modules,! could! also!have!significant! impact!on! the!simulated!system!yield.!The! impact!of! change! in! the!module!UGvalue!on!the!simulation!results!was!limited.!!!The! simulated! production! is! not! very! well! correlated! with! the! local! consumption.! The! larger!fraction!of! the!production!will!occur!during!spring!and!summer,!while!a! large!part!of! the! local!consumption! takes! place! during! fall! and! winter.! The! construction! of! a! roof! PV! system! will!therefore! lead! to! an! export! situation! during! parts! of! the! summer!months,!where! some! of! the!electricity! will! be! supplied! to! the! grid.! The! farmer! would! then! become! a! part! of! the! surplus!customer!arrangement.!!An!economical!evaluation!of!the!different!systems!shows!that!the!Net!Present!Value!(NPV)!of!all!the!simulated!systems!is!negative.!The!lowest!real! levelized!cost!of!electricity!(LCOE)!has!been!estimated!to!1.47!NOK/kWh.!!There!are!large!uncertainties!in!the!economical!evaluation!of!the!systems!due!to!the!immature!market!for!such!systems!in!Norway,!and!the!previously!mentioned!uncertainties!with!respect!to!system!performance.!
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1.1'Motivation'In! recent! years! a!massive! increase! in! the! installation! of! photovoltaic! (PV)! systems! have! been!observed.!Driven!by!generous!subsidy!schemes,!the!number!of!both!residential!and!commercial!PV!systems!has!been!steadily!increasing.!As!a!consequence,!the!costs!of!installing!such!a!system!have!been!reduced!significantly.!!In!Norway!however,!only!a!limited!amount!of!PV!systems!exist!as!of!today.!Most!of!these!are!not!gridGconnected,! and! are! used! to! produce! limited! amounts! of! electricity! to! offGgrid! cabins! and!lighthouses.!!Through!the!EU!renewable!energy!directive,!Norway!is!committed!to! increase!their!renewable!energy!share!to!67.5%!by!2020.!A!joint!greenGcertificate!with!Sweden!has!been!introduced!with!the!goal!of!introducing!26.4!TWh!of!renewable!energy!in!these!two!countries!by!2020[1].!!Farms!often!have!large,!southward!facing!roofs!with!limited!surrounding!items!that!could!cause!shading.!The!local!electricity!consumption!on!farms!is!usually!high!due!to!an!extensive!demand!for! heating! and! cooling! during! different! seasons.! ! A! roof! PV! system! on! such! farms! could!contribute!to!an!increase!in!the!renewable!energy!share!and!provide!local,!clean!production!of!electricity.!
1.2'Objectives'and'Limitations'The!objective!of! this! thesis! is! to!evaluate! the!possibility!of! installing!a!PV!system!on!a! farm! in!Rygge.!!Included!in!this!objective!is!the!following:!!
• To!collect!information!about!the!solar!resource!at!the!site!and!evaluate!the!reliability!of!these!data.!
• To! evaluate! the! suitability! of! the! different! roofs! considering! an! installation! of! a! PV!system.!
• To! suggest! possible! system! designs,! and! determine! the! potential! for! PV! power!production!on!the!farm.!
• To! estimate! the! potential! production! from! the! systems! using! the! simulation! software!PVsyst,! and! determine! if! the! farm! in! certain! periods! will! become! an! exporter! of!electricity.!
• To!evaluate!the!economical!consequences!of!installing!a!PV!system!on!the!farm.!!This!thesis!is!mainly!written!as!a!feasibility!study,!and!will!therefore!not!go!into!a!great!level!of!detail!in!matters!such!as!mechanical!dimensioning!of!the!mounting!systems,!earthing!of!the!PV!systems,!or!rating!of!electrical!components!like!wires!and!fuses.!





1.4'Outline'Chapter! 1! gives! an! introduction! to! the! thesis! and! the! motivation! behind! it,! as! well! as! the!objectives!and!limitations!and!a!brief!description!of!the!farm!considered!in!this!thesis.!!Chapter! 2! provides! an! overview!of! the! different! components! included! in! a! gridGconnected! PV!system,!with!a!main! focus!on!the!solar!modules!and!their!characteristics,!and!the! inverter!and!different! inverter! configurations.! Chapter! 3! describes! the! theory! behind! system! design! of!photovoltaic!systems,!with!a!main!focus!on!tilted!roofs.!!!Chapter!4!describes!the!methodology!used!in!this!thesis,!and!the!reasoning!behind!the!choices!made.!The!simulation!software!PVsyst!is!also!introduced!in!this!chapter.!!Chapter!5!presents! the! results! from! the! simulations,! a! comparison!of! the! simulated!electricity!production! and! the! local! consumption! and! the! results! of! the! economical! evaluation.! These!results!are!further!discussed!at!the!end!of!each!subchapter.!!Chapter!6!presents!the!main!conclusions!in!the!thesis!based!on!the!given!objectives,!and!chapter!7!include!suggestions!for!further!work.!Chapter!8!shows!the!references!cited.!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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2.'Components'in'GridGconnected'PV'Systems'A! gridGconnected! photovoltaic! (PV)! system! is! dependent! on! several! components! in! order! to!function.! In! addition! to! the! solar! modules,! which! convert! solar! radiation! to! DC! current,! a!photovoltaic!system!consists!of!several!Balance!of!System!(BoS)!components!which!ensures!safe!and!efficient!operation!of!the!system.!!A!schematic!of!the!most!important!components!is!shown!in!figure!2.!!
!
Figure'2:'Schematic'of'a'grid7connected'PV'system.'
2.1'Solar'Cells'and'Modules'The! solar! cell! is! the! fundamental! component! of! the! PV! system! as! it! converts! sunlight! to! DC!current.! As! the! operating! voltage! of! a! single! solar! cell! is! relatively! low,! several! cells! can! be!connected!in!series!in!order!to!a!solar!module.!This!chapter!describes!the!basic!concepts!of!solar!cells!and!modules.!
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!From!an!electrical!perspective,! the!solar!cell! can!be!represented!using! the!singleGdiode!model.!This!model!is!shown!in!figure!5.!!Igen!represents!the!charge!carriers!generated!as!photons!hits!the!solar!cell!and!is!a!function!of!the!global!irradiation!and!the!cell!area.!ID!is!the!diode!current!that!flows!through!the!pn!junction.!The!series!resistance!Rs!represents!the!voltage!drop!between!the!point!at!which!the!current!is!generated!and!the!load,!while!the!parallel!resistance!Rp!represents!leakage!currents!in!the!system.!!!
!









2.1.2'Solar'Modules'Several! solar! cells! can! be! interconnected! to! form! a! solar!module.! A! solar! cell! typically! has! an!operating!voltage!in!the!range!0.5G0.6!V.!Hence!a!module!with!30!cells!connected!in!series!will!have!an!operating!voltage!in!the!range!15!–!18!V[5].!!!The! cells! in! a! module! are! encapsulated! in! order! to! protect! them! against! the! surrounding!environment.! The! most! common! encapsulant! is! ethyl! vinyl! acetate! (EVA),! as! this! material! is!transparent,! stable! at! elevated! temperatures! and! has! low! thermal! resistance.! In! addition,! the!front!of!the!module!is!usually!covered!by!highly!transparent!glass!and!the!back!by!Tedlar,!which!is!a!polymer!that!protects!the!cells!from!water!and!water!vapour[6][p.127].!! !Solar!modules!can!then!be!connected!in!series!to!form!a!string!of!modules,!and!the!strings!can!again!be!connected!in!parallel!and!form!an!array!of!modules.!This!is!shown!in!figure!7.!!
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Figure'8:'Characteristic'curves'for'a'solar'module'under'different'irradiance'conditions.'From'PVsyst[7].'The!operating!temperature!also!affects!the!characteristic!curve!of!a!solar!module.!An!increase!in!operating! temperature! reduces! the! openGcircuit! voltage! and! the! power! output! of! the!module.!Figure!9!shows!characteristic!curves!for!a!module!under!different!operating!temperatures!and!constant! radiation! level.! As! the! voltage! increases! with! reduced! operating! temperature,! the!output!power!of!the!module!will!also!increase,!which!can!clearly!be!observed!in!the!figure.!!
!
Figure'9:Characteristic'curves'for'a'solar'module'for'different'operating'temperatures.'From'PVsyst[7].'
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2.1.3'Module'Efficiency'The! module! efficiency! loss! is! the! most! significant! of! the! losses! when! solar! irradiance! is!converted!to!electricity.!Depending!on!the!type!of!module,!10!–!25%!of!the!irradiation!that!hits!the!module!will!be!converted.!!The!efficiency!of!a!solar!cell!is!given!by!!!! !!"## = ! !!! ∙ !!!! (2.5)!!where!P!is!the!power!output!of!the!cell!in!Watts[W],!G!is!the!irradiance!on!the!cell[W/m2]!and!Az!is!the!cell!area[m2].!!!The!module!efficiency!is!! !! = !!!"## ! ∙ !"!!! (2.6)!where!PF!is!the!packing!factor!of!the!module.!The!packing!factor!is!the!ratio!of!the!solar!cell!area!to!the!total!module!area.!!The!solar!module!efficiency!is!limited!by!physical!laws!that!will!not!be!discussed!in!detail!here.!It!is! however! important! to! mark! that! the! solar! module! efficiency! is! defined! at! standard! test!conditions!(STC).!The!definition!of!STC!is[8][p.49]:!
• Cell!temperature!of!25℃!
• Irradiance!1000! /!!!
• Air!mass!(AM)!1.5!!The! module! efficiency! is! not! a! constant! size! and! will! change! when! the! operation! conditions!deviates!from!STC.!
2.1.3'Solar'Cell'Technologies''There! are! several! different! sola! cell! technologies! available! on! the!market,! although! the! basic!concept! remains!more!or! less! the! same.!The!different! technologies! vary! in! efficiency! and! cost!and!have!different!material!properties.!An!overview!of!the!most!common!technologies!including!their!efficiency,!cost!and!market!share!is!shown!in!table!1.! !It!should!be!noted!that!the!price!of!solar! modules! is! fluctuating,! and! will! also! depend! on! the! manufacturer! and! the! volume! in!question.!!
Table'1:Different'types'of'solar'cells'[4],'[9]'and'[10].'
!
2.2'Inverters'The! inverter! transforms! DC! current! generated! in! the! PV! array! into! AC! current.! The! most!important!tasks!for!the!inverter!in!a!gridGconnected!PV!system!is[11]:!
• To!produce!an!AC!current!that!matches!the!frequency!of!the!grid.!
• MPPGtracking!in!order!to!maximize!production!from!the!array.!!
Type Efficiency[%] Cost1[$/Wp]* Market1share(%)
Monocrystalline-Silicon 17120 1.05 30
Polycrystalline-Silicon 15118 1.05 40
Amorphous-Silicon 5110 0.55 5
CIGS/CIS 11113 0.98 5
CdTE 9111 0.72 10
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In! addition! the! inverter! should! provide! safe! and! reliable! operation! over! the! lifetime! of! the!facility,!typically!20G25!years.!This!includes!avoiding!standGalone!operation!as!this!could!pose!a!threat!to!people!maintaining!the!grid.!!The!inverter!should!have!a!high!efficiency!for!a!broadest!possible!range!of!outputs!from!the!PV!array[6].!A!typical!efficiency!curve!for!an!inverter!is!shown!in!figure!10.!!
!













Figure'12:'String'inverter'configuration.'The! string! inverter! configuration! is! shown! in! figure! 12.! In! this! configuration,! one! or! several!strings!are!connected!to!one!inverter.!Use!of!a!string!inverter!configuration!reduces!DC!cabling!and! shading! losses,! on! the! cost! of! a! lower! DC/ACGconversion! efficiency.! A! failure! in! a! string!inverter!will!only!cause!the!production!from!the!connected!string!to!be!lost,!while!the!rest!of!the!system! remains! operative.! Some! string! inverters! also! have! several! MPPT! inputs,! which! is! an!advantage!if!there!are!differences!in!the!performance!of!the!connected!strings.!!
!
Figure'13:'Module'inverter'configuration.'The!module!inverter!configuration!shown!in!figure!13!has!practically!no!DC!cabling,!and!partial!shading!losses!are!only!generated!from!partial!shading!on!a!single!module.!Module!inverters!are!usually!mounted!directly!on!the!back!of!each!module.!However,!this!inverter!configuration!has!the!lowest!DC/ACGconversion!efficiency,!and!is!therefore!most!suitable!in!PV!systems!with!high!sensitivity!to!partial!shading.!Module!inverters!are!also!exposed!to!the!weather!conditions!at!the!installation!site,!and!will!usually!have!a!shorter!lifetime!than!the!modules[6][p.264G265].!














DC! cables! are! expensive.! The! cable! route! of! the! system! should! hence! be! designed! in! order! to!minimize! the! use! of! DC! cables.! Losses! in! the! cables! can! be! limited! by! increasing! the! crossGsectional!area!of!the!cable,!although!this!measure!will!increase!the!cable!cost.!!The!DC!cables!are!exposed!to!the!local!climate!and!should!be!insulated!and!protected.!Cables!are!typically!rated!for!different!temperatures,!sunlight!and!water!resistance,!and!special!cables!have!been!designed!for!use!in!PV!systems[8][p.147G148].!!Depending! on! the! distance! from! the! inverter! to! the! grid! injection! point,! there! could! also! be!significant!losses!in!the!AC!cables.!AC!cables!will!often!be!more!shielded!from!the!climate!than!the!DC!cables,!and!in!the!cases!of!short!distance!between!the!inverter!and!the!injection!point,!AC!losses!are!sometimes!considered!negligible.!Nevertheless,!attention!should!be!paid!to!the!length,!crossGsectional!area!and!quality!of!the!AC!cables!as!well.!
2.4'Mounting'Systems'A!mounting!system!for!the!PV!modules!is!required!to!ensure!safe!operation!of!the!system!at!all!times.! There! are! a! large! amount! of! different! solutions! available! for!mounting! of! PV!modules,!depending! on! whether! the! system! is! building! integrated! (BIPV),! building! applied! (BAPV)! or!ground!mounted.!!!A! PV!mounting! system! should!meet! several! criteria.! The! system!must! be! able! to! support! the!weight!of!the!modules,!and!additional!loads!from!weather!such!as!wind!and!snow.!Furthermore,!the!mounting!system!should!be!designed!to!provide!ventilation!of!the!modules,!as!power!output!is!reduced!when!the!operating!temperature!of!the!modules!are!increased[8][p.85G98].!!!For!BIPV!and!BAPV!systems,!the!weight!of!the!mounting!system!itself!is!an!important!factor.!It!is!preferable! that! the! mounting! system! does! not! penetrate! the! membrane! of! the! roof,! as!penetration!will!increase!the!risk!of!water!leaking!into!the!building[6][p.166G174].!!!On!pitched!roofs!there!will!in!most!cases!be!used!a!mounting!system!with!the!same!tilt!angle!as!the!original!roof!angle.!Brackets!or!bolts!are!used!to!mount!the!modules!to!cross!beams!slightly!above! the! roof! surface! to! allow! for! air! to! circulate! between! the! roof! and! the! modules.! An!illustration!of!a!mounting!system!for!a!tilted!roof!is!shown!in!figure!14.!!
!
Figure'14:'Illustration'of'a'PV'mounting'system'for'tiled'roofs[12].'
2.5'Other'BoS'Components'Other!balance!of!system!(BoS)!components!are!used!in!a!gridGconnected!PVGsystem!to!maximize!the! lifetime! of! the! system! and! ensure! optimal! operation.! In! addition! to! the! components!described!earlier,!BoS!components!will!typically!include!those!described!in!this!chapter.!!
2.5.1'Protection'and'Disconnect'Switches'Several! components! are! installed! in! order! to! protect! the! system! from! being! damaged! by!lightning,!large!currents!or!reverse!currents.!!
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!Disconnection!switches!are!usually!installed!on!both!the!DC!and!the!AC!side!of!the!inverter,!and!must! often! meet! specific! requirements! set! by! the! government! or! the! grid! operator.! ! The!disconnection! switches! allow! the! power! in! a! circuit! to! be! shut! down.! On! the! ACGside! of! the!inverter,!a!utility!external!disconnect!switch!is!also!installed!in!gridGconnected!systems!in!order!to!avoid!standGalone!operation!of!the!PV!system!when!the!grid!is!down[8].!!Fuses!and!circuit!breakers!are!also!widely!used!to!protect!the!system!against!overGcurrents.!DC!currents!are!more!difficult!to!break,!as!they!do!not!pass!through!a!zero!voltage!point.!DC!current!circuit!breakers!are!thus!more!complicated!and!expensive!than!AC!current!breakers.!!!Lightning! protection!may! also! be! required! in! some! cases,! both! on! the! DC! side! to! protect! the!system!against!strikes!on!the!array,!and!on!the!AC!side!to!protect!it!against!strikes!in!the!grid.!!
2.5.2'System'Monitoring'and'Metering'A! PV! system! also! needs! a! system! to! monitor! important! system! parameters! like! voltage,!frequency,!time,!temperature!and!energy!production.!This!system!is!usually!an!integrated!part!of!the!inverter.!!A!gridGconnected!system!will!also!need!a!metering!system!which!registers!the!amount!of!energy!produced,!and!whether!the!energy!is!consumed!at!the!site!or!is!fed!into!the!electric!grid.!!There! are! two! different! ways! for! a! utility! company! to! measure! the! amount! of! electricity!delivered!to!the!grid!by!the!PV!system:!Net!metering!and!gross!metering.!!!
!
















Net metering Gross metering
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3.'Theory:'Design'and'Optimization'of'GridGconnected'PV'systems'In! this! chapter,! the! most! important! factors! to! consider! when! designing! a! gridGconnected! PV!power!system!are!described.!!!Chapter! 3.1! describes,! in! brief,! how! a! site! assessment! can! be! conducted! when! considering!installation!of!a!PVGsystem.!!!Chapter! 3.2! provides! a! theoretical! background! to! the! solar! resource! and! how! the! resource! is!evaluated!for!a!potential!PV!system!site.!!In! chapters! 3.3! to! 3.5,! the! influence! of!module! orientation,! shading! and! system!design! on! the!performance!of!a!PV!system!is!explained,!while!chapter!3.6!presents!the!most!common!system!losses!and!different!parameters!that!are!used!in!the!evaluation!of!a!PV!system´s!performance.!!In!chapter!3.7,!an!introduction!to!the!regulatory!regime!in!Norway!and!methods!for!evaluating!the!economics!of!a!PV!system!are!presented.!






• Possible!location!of!BoS!components!!If! available,! an! assessment! of! the! local! electricity! consumption! should! be! made! in! order! to!compare!possible!production!and!consumption!for!the!site.! !This!relationship!could!be!of!great!importance!in!cases!where!there!is!a!different!economical!value!to!a!kWh!delivered!to!the!grid!compared!to!a!kWh!consumed!at!the!production!site.!!
3.2'Solar'Radiation'and'Meteorology'The! amount! of! electricity! produced! by! a! photovoltaic! system! will! depend! on! the! amount! of!irradiation! that! the! PV! modules! receive.! An! assessment! of! the! solar! radiation! and! the!meteorology!on!the!planned!installation!site!is!therefore!of!great!importance!when!optimizing!a!photovoltaic!system.!!At!the!edge!of!the!earth´s!atmosphere,!the!solar!irradiance!has!approximately!the!same!value!at!a!plane!that!is!perpendicular!to!the!direction!of!the!sun.!The!average!irradiation!value!is[6]:!! !! = 1367! ± 2! /!!!!!!!is!also!known!as!the!solar!constant.!!
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However,!at!the!earth´s!surface!the!irradiance!will!vary!significantly,!mainly!due!to!atmospheric!effects,!latitude,!season!of!the!year!and!the!time!of!day[3].!
3.2.1'Season'of'the'Year'and'the'Time'of'Day'The!earth!uses!365!days!to!orbit!the!sun!and!24!hours!to!rotate!around!its!own!axis.!At!a!given!location,!the!solar!irradiance!will!therefore!arrive!from!different!directions!at!different!times!of!the!day!and!year.!!!The! motion! of! the! Earth! around! the! sun! is! tilted! by! 23.45°!to! the! equator.! In! the! Northern!hemisphere,!the!Earth!will!be!tilted!away!from!the!sun!in!the!period!from!autumnal!equinox!to!vernal! equinox,! and! tilted! towards! the! sun! from! vernal! equinox! to! autumnal! equinox.! The!declination! angle,!!,! is!23.45°!at! summer! solstice,!−23.45°!at!winter! solstice,! and!0°!at! the! two!equinoxes[5].!The!variation!in!declination!angle!through!the!year!is!illustrated!in!figure!16.!!!The!sun´s!change!in!path!during!the!day!is!described!using!the!hour!angle,! !,!which!is!the!angle!between! the!meridian!of! the! site! and! the!meridian!of! the!Sun.!This! angle! is!by!definition!0°!at!solar! noon.! The! hour! angle! can! be! calculated! using! equation! 3.1.! Note! that! the! hour! angle! is!negative!in!the!morning!and!positive!in!the!afternoon.!!! !! = !" − 12 ∙ 15°!! (3.1)!where!ST!is!the!local!time!in!hours.!!!
!
Figure'16:'The'Earth´s'declination'angle'for'different'times'of'the'year.'















δ = 23.45 !!!!
δ = 0 !!!!
δ = 0 !!!!




Figure'17:'Illustration'of'the'elevation'angle'h.'When!the!latitude,!hour!angle!and!declination!angle!of!a!given!site!is!known,!the!extraterrestrial!irradiance!for!the!location!at!any!given!time!can!be!calculated!using!the!equation[6][p.31]:!!! !!" = !!!" ! ∙ sin ℎ!! (3.3)!!Where! Gex! is! the! extraterrestrial! irradiance! on! a! horizontal! plane! [W/m2]! and! Sex! is! the!instantaneous!solar!constant!varying!between!1322!and!1414!W/m2!depending!on!the!time!of!year.!







Figure'18:'Illustration'of'the'Air'Mass'(AM)'concept.'Figure! 19! shows! how! the! irradiance! spectrum! changes! due! to! atmospheric! effects! at! AM1.5,!compared!to!the!extraterrestrial!irradiance.!As!shown!in!equation!2.1,!the!current!generated!by!the! sun! is! dependent! on! the! wavelength,! and! thus! the! frequency,! of! the! irradiance.! The!performance! of! a! solar! module! will! thus! change! through! the! day! as! the! irradiance! spectrum!changes.!!
!
Figure'19:'Irradiance'spectrum'for'extraterrestrial'irradiance'and'irraance'at'AM1.5[13].'When!the!irradiance!passes!through!the!atmosphere,!two!of!the!atmosphere´s!main!components,!CO2!and!H2O!absorbed!practically!all!the!irradiance!at!certain!frequencies.!O3!absorbs!radiation!in! the! ultraviolet! (UV)! part! of! the! spectrum.! Rayleigh! scattering,! which! is! caused! by! small!particles!in!the!atmosphere,!also!affects!the!irradiance!spectrum[4][p.110].!!The! total! amount! of! irradiation! received! at! a! given! site! at! the! Earth´s! surface! is! given! by! the!equation:!!! !! = !!! + !!! + !!! ! (3.5)!!!
Air mass (AM) = 1 θ
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Where!HG!is!the!total!amount!of!irradiation,!often!referred!to!as!global!irradiation,!expressed!in!the! unit! Wh/m2/day,! MJ/m2/day! or! kWh/m2/year.! HB! is! the! direct! beam! component! of! the!global!irradiation!which!passes!through!the!atmosphere!without!being!absorbed!or!scattered.!HD!is!the!diffuse!component!which!is!first!absorbed!and!later!reemitted!from!the!surroundings.!HR!is!radiation!that!is!reflected!from!the!surroundings.!This!threeGcomponent!model!is!illustrated!in!figure!20.!!!
!























3.2.4'Collection'and'Assessment'of'Meteorological'Data''Collection! of! accurate!meteorological! data! is! one! of! the! important! tasks!when! designing! a! PV!system,!as!the!system!yield!will!be!highly!influenced!by!the!amount!of!irradiation!received!by!the!modules.!Meteorological!data!can!be!divided! into! two!categories:!Data!collected! from!weather!stations,!and!data!collected!from!databases!based!on!interpolation!between!different!sources!or!satellite!data.!!!The!format!of!the!data!will!also!vary!between!the!different!sources.!Weather!station!data!could!typically!be!hourly,!daily!or!monthly!time!series.!An!example!of!an!hourly!time!series!is!shown!in!figure!21.!!
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The!amount!of!irradiation!on!a!site!is!not!the!only!meteorological!parameter!affecting!the!system!performance.!The!ambient!temperature!will,!as!shown!in!chapter!2.1,!affect!the!module!voltage!level! and! therefore! the! operation! of! the! entire! system.! Wind! speeds! also! affect! operating!temperatures! due! to! the! increased! cooling! effect! from! high! winds.! Finally,! snow! cover! could!affect! the! performance! of! the! array! in! two! ways;! positively,! by! increasing! the! surrounding!albedo!and!thus!the!amount!of!reflected!irradiance,!and!negatively,!by!covering!the!modules!and!thus! reducing! the! amount! of! irradiance! received.! The! meteorological! data! of! a! potential! PV!system!site!should!therefore!be!carefully!assessed!at!an!early!stage!of!the!planning!process.!
3.3'Module'Orientation'The! irradiation! on! a! solar! module! will! be! a! function! of! two! angles:! The! tilt! angle,!!,! of! the!module,! and! the! azimuth! angle,!!.! The! tilt! angle! is! the! angle! between! the! module! and! the!horizontal!plane.!There!are!different!mathematical!definitions!of!the!azimuth!angle.!In!this!thesis!the!azimuth!angle!is!defined!as!the!angle!between!south!and!the!orientation!of!the!module.!Note!that!the!azimuth!angle!by!this!definition!is!negative!in!the!eastern!direction.!!An!illustration!of!the!two!concepts! is!shown!in!figure!23.! !The!two!angles!should!be!chosen!so!that!the!solar!modules!receive!the!largest!possible!amount!of!irradiation.!
!
Figure'23:'The'azimuth'angle'and'tilt'angle.'
3.3.1'Optimum'Tilt'Angle'for'a'PV'System'There! are! several! different! approaches! suggested! for! the! determination! of! the! optimum! tilt!angle! of! a! solar!module.! A! general! rule! of! thumb! is! that! the! tilt! angle! should! be! equal! to! the!latitude!of!the!site!location[6][p.42]:!!! !!"# = ! !! (3.7)!At!latitudes!far!north!this!approach!will!significantly!reduce!the!amount!of!diffuse!radiation!that!the!module!receives,!and!a!smaller!tilt!angle!could!therefore!be!desirable.!Nevertheless,!a!large!tilt! angle! will! increase! production! during! the! winter! as! the! sun! path! is! lower! and! a! larger!fraction!of!the!direct!irradiation!will!hit!the!module.!!At!northern!latitudes,!snow!cower!could!also!affect!the!optimum!tilt!angle!of!a!module.!As!shown!in! table! 2,! snow! has! a! high! albedo! value,! which! increases! the! amount! of! reflected! diffuse!radiation.!Nevertheless,!snow!cover!on!the!modules!can!cause!irradiation!losses,!and!a!module!tilt!angle!of!at!least!60°!is!necessary!in!order!for!automatic!snow!shedding!to!occur[15].!!
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A!study!performed!at!the!University!of!Hannover!by!Beringer!et.al!showed!that!the!tilt!angle!of!the!module!is!near!irrelevant!at!midGlatitudes,!with!the!differences!in!production!being!less!than!6%!over!the!year!for!fixed!angles!between!0!and!70!degrees[16].!Other!siteGspecific!studies!have!been!made!with!different!conclusions!on!the!optimum!tilt!angle!of!the!modules.!!On!horizontal!surfaces,!the!tilt!angle!of!the!modules!will!also!influence!the!distance!between!the!rows,!as!shadowing!effects!between!the!modules!should!be!avoided.!An!increase!in!the!module!tilt! angle!!!will! also! increase! the! necessary! distance! between!module! rows! in! order! to! avoid!reciprocal!shading!between!rows.!!
3.3.2'Optimum'Azimuth'Angle'The! solar! modules! should! be! oriented! directly! towards! south,! as! the! sun! in! the! Northern!Hemisphere!is!at!its!highest!altitude!when!in!south.!This!can!also!be!deviated!from!equation!3.2,!as!the!hour!angle! !!is!zero!when!the!sun!is!in!south,!which!means!that!cos!! = 1.!!However,!a!change!in!the!azimuth!angle!of!the!modules!by!20°!or!less!will!have!a!minimal!impact!on! the! energy! produced! by! the! system[6].! The! optimum! azimuth! angle! could! also! change! in!certain! cases! due! to! local! meteorology! conditions! when! PV! systems! are! located! close! to!mountains!or!in!a!valley[8].!!
3.3.3'Irradiation'on'a'Plane'as'a'Function'of'Tilt'and'Azimuth'Angle'The!total!amount!of!irradiation!that!hits!a!plane!is!given!by!the!equation!!! !! = ! !, !,!! ∙ !!! !! (3.8)!!where! ! R! is! the! transposition! factor! between! the! irradiation! on! the! horizontal! plane! and! the!tilted! plane,! and!!!!is! the! ratio! of! diffuse! to! global! irradiation[6][p.42].! When! designing! a! PV!system,!a!highest!possible!Hp!is!desirable.!!!Equation!3.8!shows!that!the!transposition!is!not!only!dependent!on!the!tilt!and!azimuth!angle!of!the!plane;!the!diffuse!ratio!also!matters!since!the!amount!of!diffuse!irradiation!is!largest!on!the!horizontal! plane.! Hence! R! is! a! siteGspecific! parameter!which! is! not! only! determined! from! the!geometry!of!the!modules.!!
3.4'Shading'Effects'on'PV'Systems'Shade! on! a! PV! array! could! greatly! affect! the! performance! of! a! PV! system,! as! shade! on! one!module!connected!in!a!string!of!several!modules!will!affect!the!power!output!of!the!entire!string.!The!power!loss!is!a!result!of!two!effects:!An!energy!loss!as!less!irradiation!hits!the!modules,!and!a!loss!due!to!an!electrical!mismatch!effect!between!the!modules!connected!in!series.!!!!!As!described!in!chapter!2,!solar!cells!are!in!essence!current!generators.!When!several!cells!are!connected! in! series,! the! series! current! is! limited! to! the! current! in! the! weakest! cell.! Hence!shading!on!one! cell! could! severely! reduce! the!performance!of! all! the! cells! connected! in! series!with! the!shaded!cell,! and!shade!on!a!module!connected! in!a! string!of!modules!will! reduce! the!output! from! all! the! modules! in! the! string.! The! resulting! change! in! power! characteristics! for!partial!shading!of!one!cell!connected!in!series!with!35!other!cells!is!shown!in!figure!24[6].!!
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Figure'24:'Electrical'characteristic'of'a'module'with'one'shaded'cell.'From'PVsyst'[7].'Due! to! the! change! in! characteristics,! the! cell! becomes! a! load! in! the! circuit! and! the! power!generated!is!dispatched!as!heat!in!the!cell.!!!In! addition! to! causing! a! significant! reduction! in! the! power! output! of! a! string,! partial! shading!could! also! lead! to! hotGspot! formation! in! the! shaded!module.! ! HotGspot! formation,! or! hotGspot!heating,!occurs!as!a!shaded!cell!starts!to!act!like!a!load!for!the!other!cells,!and!heat!is!dispatched!in!this!cell.!A!rise!in!the!temperature!in!the!shaded!cell!above!a!certain!point!could!cause!damage!to! the! surrounding! materials! or! the! cell! itself.! This! in! turn! will! permanently! damage! the!performance!of!the!entire!module.!A!schematic!illustration!of!hot!spot!heating!in!a!cell!is!shown!in!figure!25[5].!!
!
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!
Figure'26:Schematic'of'a'PV'module'with'36'cells'connected'in'series'and'two'bypass'diodes.'Figure! 27! shows! the! electrical! characteristics! of! a! solar!module! consisting! of! 60! cells! with! 3!bypassGdiodes!installed,!one!diode!bypasses!20!cells.!In!the!case!of!shading!of!one!cell,!the!power!from!all!the!cells!that!are!bypassed!is!lost.!However,!the!module!still!has!a!power!output!of!about!2/3!of!the!power!production!before!the!shading.!Also,!the!temperature!and!power!dissipation!in!the!shaded!cell!has!been!significantly!reduced!compared!to!the!values!observed!in!the!module!characteristic!in!figure!24,!where!no!bypass!diodes!are!connected.!
'
Figure'27:Electrical'characteristic'of'a'module'with'one'shaded'cell'and'three'bypass'diodes.'From'PVsyst.[7].'When!designing! a! PV! system,! shading! should! be! avoided! to! the! extent! possible.!Nevertheless,!some! shading! will! in! many! cases! be! unavoidable.! In! such! cases! the! design! of! the! PV! system!should!limit!the!shading!to!as!few!strings!as!possible!in!order!to!reduce!the!electrical!mismatch!effect!between!the!modules[6][p.166].!
3.5'System'Design'and'Component'Selection'The! selection!of!modules! and! inverters! for! the!PV! system!must! take! into! account! technical! as!well!as!economical!factors.!!Equally!important,!the!matching!of!array!and!inverter!must!ensure!a!highest!possible!production!from!the!system.!
3.5.1'Selection'of'Modules'Solar! modules! are! available! in! practically! all! sizes,! shapes! and! qualities.! Numerous!manufacturers! exist! from! all! over! the! world.! Hence! selecting! modules! for! a! PV! system! is!
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challenging!and!different!alternatives!should!be!analysed!before!choosing!the!module!type!for!a!PV!system.!Technical!criteria!that!should!be!considered!include[8][p.116G118]:!
• Type:! As! described! in! chapter! 2.1,! the! main! types! are! monocrystalline! silicon,!polycrystalline!silicon!and!thin!film!modules.!
• Efficiency:!The!efficiency!of! a!module! can!vary! significantly! also! for!modules!based!on!the!same!technology.!!
• Module! tolerance:! Modules! produced! at! the! same! factory! with! the! same! nameplate!performance! are! usually! not! 100%! equal.! The!manufacturer!will! therefore! provide! an!uncertainty!to!the!performance!of!the!module,!either!given!in!Watts!or!as!a!percentage!of!the! module! performance! at! STC.! This! is! referred! to! as! the! module! tolerance.! A! low!tolerance!is!preferred,!as!unequal!modules!connected!in!a!string!will!reduce!the!system!performance.!
• Module! components:! The!module! should! have! a! sufficient! amount! of! bypass! diodes! in!order! to! prevent! hotGspot! heating,! a! solid! frame! and! a! cover! glass! with! high!transparency.!
• Mechanical!strength:!This!is!a!particularly!important!factor!when!the!PV!system!will!be!installed!in!an!area!with!rough!weather!conditions!or!heavy!snow!loads.!
• Weight:! The! weight! of! the! module! could! be! of! great! importance,! especially! for! roof!mounted!PV!systems.!
• Standards:! Several! standards! exist! for!module! design! and! quality,! e.g.! IEC! 61215,! IEC!61646!and!IEC!61730.!
• Certifications:! Several! certification! marks! exist! to! ensure! that! a! module! adhere! to! a!relevant!set!of!standards.!!
• Warranties:! A! module! typically! has! two! different! product! warranties,! one! for! the!physical! condition! of! the! module! and! one! for! the! minimum! yield! of! the! module,! i.e.!minimum!80!%!of!rated!output!after!20!years.!!Furthermore,!the!availability!and!the!cost!of!the!module!should!be!investigated!and!compared!to!the!technical!specifications!of!the!module.!
3.5.2'Selection'of'Inverter'The!different!possible!inverter!configurations!for!a!PV!system!are!described!in!chapter!2.2.!!!Several!of! the!same!criteria!used! in! the!selection!of!modules!are!also!used! for! the!selection!of!inverters,! particularly! with! respect! to! efficiency,! standard,! certifications! and! ratings.!Furthermore,!it!is!important!that!the!inverter!has!a!high!efficiency!for!a!broad!range!of!voltage!and!power!levels.!Also,!price!and!availability!are!obvious!criteria!in!the!selection!of!inverters!for!the!PV!system.!
3.5.3'Matching'of'Modules'and'Inverter'Irradiance! level! and! operating! temperature! affects! the! characteristic! curve! of! a! module.! ! All!inverters!have!a!maximum!power!point!tracking!system!(MPPT).!The!main!task!of!the!MPPT!is!to!locate!the!MPP!of!a!module,!string!or!array,!and!hence!maximize!the!power!produced.!!!The!MPPT!voltage!range!of!an!inverter!is!limited.!When!choosing!an!inverter!it!is!desirable!that!the!MPP!of!the!array!is!within!the!MPPT!range!of!the!inverter!for!all!operating!temperatures!and!radiation!levels.!This!is!illustrated!in!figure!28.!!!
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Figure'28:'The'MPPT'and'voltage'range'of'an'inverter.'From'PVsyst[7].'Although!it!is!not!always!possible!to!keep!the!array!voltage!within!the!inverter!MPPT!range!for!all!operating!temperatures,!it!is!an!absolute!requirement!that!the!maximum!voltage!stays!below!the! maximum! inverter! voltage! and! the! maximum! rated! system! voltage! of! the! modules.! The!voltage!range!of!an!inverter!will!vary!between!different!types,!as!will!the!maximum!rated!system!voltage!for!the!modules[8][p.130].!!!To!ensure!that!the!MPPTGrange!of!the!inverters!covers!the!voltage!range!of!the!array,!and!that!the!maximum!voltage!of!the!system!does!not!exceed!the!maximum!inverter!voltage,!the!different!possible! operating! conditions! should! be! evaluated.! ! As! shown! in! chapter! 2,! the! module!temperature!determines!the!operating!voltage!of!a!module.!!!All!modules!have!a!defined!nominal!operating!cell!temperature!(NOCT),!which!is!defined!as!the!cell!temperature!given!an!ambient!temperature!of!!! = 20!℃,!irradiance!GNOCT!=!800!W/m2!and!a!wind!speed!of!1!meter!per!second.!Assuming!that!the!cell!temperature!is!proportional!to!the!amount! of! irradiance! on! the!module! Ginc,! equation! 3.9! can! be! used! to! estimate! the! operating!temperature!of!the!cell,!Tcell![6][p.133].!!! ! !!"## = !!! + !"#$ − 20°!! ∙ ! !!"#!!"#$ !!
! (3.9)!
Equation!3.10!is!used!in!order!to!calculate!the!change!in!operating!voltage!of!a!cell,!and!thus!a!module!or!string,!as!a!result!of!a!change!in!operating!temperature[8][p.129].!!! ! !!"## = !!!"# ± [!! ! ∙ !!"## − !!!"# ]!! ! (3.10)!
Where! VSTC! is! the! operating! temperature! of! the!module! at! STC,!!! !is! the! voltage! temperature!coefficient! of! the!module! in! [!/℃]!and! TSTC! is! the! operating! temperature! at! STC.! The! voltage!increases!when!the!temperature!decreases,!and!the!plus!sign!in!the!equation!should!therefore!be!applied!when!Tcell!is!below!25℃!and!vice!versa.!!
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!Equation!3.9!will! in!many! cases!be! inaccurate,! as!modules! are!not! always!well! ventilated! and!wind!speeds!will!deviate!from!the!1!m/s!assumed!in!the!equation[18].!In!these!cases!the!thermal!balance!of!the!modules!could!be!used!to!estimate!the!module!temperature.!The!thermal!balance!is!given!by[18]!!! !! ∙ !!"## − !!! = !!! ∙ !!!"# ! ∙ (1 − !!!)!! (3.11)!where!U!is!the!thermal!loss!factor[W/m2!K],!α!is!the!absorption!coefficient!of!the!module,!Ginc!is!the!incident!irradiance!on!the!module[W/m2]!and!!! !is!the!module!efficiency.!!Use!of! equation!3.11! requires!detailed! information! about! the!module!UGvalue,!which! can!vary!significantly! depending! on! the!mounting! of! the!modules,!wind! speed! and!wind! direction.! For!estimation!of! the!voltage!range!of! the!array,! the!NOCT!approach! is! therefore!often!used!and!a!margin!of!error!is!added!to!ensure!that!the!voltage!levels!fulfil!the!described!requirements.!!When!the!possible!operating!temperatures!of!the!system!and!the!associated!voltage!levels!have!been!determined,!the!minimum!and!maximum!amount!of!modules!in!a!string!can!be!determined.!!!The!maximum!amount!of!modules! in!a! string! is!determined!by! the!openGcircuit! voltage!of! the!modules! at! the! lowest! possible! operating! temperature.! The! following! two! criteria! must! be!fulfilled[8][p.131G134]:!!! !!"# = ! !!"#,!"#$%&$%!!",!"#,!"#$%& !! (3.12)!Where!nmax!is!the!maximum!amount!of!modules!in!one!string,!Vmax,inverter!is!the!maximum!voltage!of!the!inverter!and!VOC,max,!module!is!the!maximum!openGcircuit!voltage!of!the!module!at!the!given!site.!As!a!voltage!higher!than!the!inverter!maximum!could!cause!severe!damage!to!the!inverter,!it!is!also!common!to!add!a!security!margin.!!The!minimum!amount!of!modules!in!a!string!is!determined!from!the!MPPGvoltage!of!the!modules!at!the!highest!possible!operating!temperature!!! !!"# = ! !!"#,!"#$%&$%!!"",!"#,!"#$%& !! (3.13)!where!nmin!is!the!minimum!amount!of!modules!in!one!string,!Vmin,,inverter!is!the!lower!limit!of!the!inverter,!and!VMPP,min,module!is!the!minimum!MPP!voltage!of!the!module.!!!Note!that!equation!3.12!is!an!absolute!security!requirement,!and!that!connecting!more!modules!in!one!string! than! this!amount!could! lead! to!voltage! levels! in! the!array! that! could!damage! the!inverter.! Equation! 3.13! is! used! as! a! requirement! to! ensure! that! the! voltage! does! not! become!lower!than!the!minimum!voltage!of! the! inverter!at! the!highest!operating!temperatures.!Such!a!situation!would! not! cause! any! damage! to! the! equipment;! however,! potential! energy! from! the!array!would!be! lost.! It! is!common!to!use!a!security!margin!of! i.e.!10%!for!both!calculations! to!account!for!extreme!cases!and!cabling!losses[8].!!The!array!current!should!not!exceed!the!maximum!DC! input!current!of! the! inverter.!However,!the!array!current!does!not!vary!to!the!same!extent!as!the!voltage!levels,!and!most!inverters!will!have! DC! inputs! that! are! somewhat! overGdimensioned! with! respect! to! current! levels.! ! Many!inverters!will!react!to!a!high!current!level!by!adjusting!the!voltage!level!along!the!characteristic!curve!of!the!array,!and!thus!prevent!too!large!currents!to!cause!damage!to!the!inverter[18].!Still,!
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it! should! always! be! checked! that! the! shortGcircuit! current! of! a! string,! ISC,! does! not! exceed! the!maximum!inverter!current[8][p.135].!!!Finally,!the!power!rating!of!the!array!should!match!the!power!rating!of!the!inverters.!There!are!different!opinions!about!whether!the!inverter!should!be!oversized!or!undersized!with!respect!to!the!array!output!power.!An!argument!in!favour!of!oversizing!the!inverter!is!that!it!ensures!that!all! the!power! from! the! array! is! utilized,! particularly! on! very! sunny!days.!However,! oversizing!also!increases!the!risk!of!the!inverter!shutting!down!at!low!irradiance!levels,!as!the!inverter!has!a!minimum!power!threshold.!If!the!array!output!power!is!below!this!threshold,!the!inverter!will!not!operate.!Also,!an!undersized!inverter!will!lower!the!cost!of!the!system[8][p.136G137].!!!
3.6'System'Losses'and'System'Performance'System! losses! and! performance! ratio! are! important! factors! to! evaluate! when! designing! a! PV!system,!as!they!provide!an!indication!as!to!how!well!the!system!is!designed.!Several!parameters!are!used!to!describe!the!performance!of!a!PV!system.!These!include[6][p.488G497]:!!
• Total'yield'[kWh/year]!–!The!total!amount!of!electricity!produced!by!the!system!during!one!year.!
• Specific'yield'[kWh/kWp]!–!The!amount!of!electricity!produced!per!installed!kWp.!This!is!sometimes!called!the!load!factor,!and!could!be!expressed!in!the!percentage!ratio!of!full!load!hours!to!the!total!amount!of!hours!in!one!year.!
• Specific' cost' [NOK/kWp]!–!The!cost! in!NOK!or!any!other!currency!per! installed!kWp.!This!number!includes!modules,!BoS!components!and!installation!costs.!
• Performance' ratio' (PR)' [%]! –! The! performance! ratio! represents! the! ratio! of! energy!delivered!by!the!system!to!the!theoretical!output!of!a!system!without!array!and!system!losses.!Mathematically,!this!ratio!can!be!expressed!using!equation!3.14.!!! !" = !!!!! !! (3.14)!In!equation!3.14,!YF!is!the!actual!yield!of!the!system!for!a!year,!while!YR!is!the!reference!yield.!YR!is!the!electricity!produced!from!the!system!if!all! the!available! irradiation!was!converted!at!the!STCGefficiency! of! the! module,! and! all! other! components! in! the! system! had! an! efficiency! of!100%[6][p.489].!!Although! the!efficiency!of! the!modules!accounts! for!a!significant! fraction!of! the!overall! energy!losses! in! the! PV! system,! there! are! also! other! losses! in! the! system! that! affects! the! system!performance.! ! This! chapter! explains! the! most! common! system! losses.! Note! that! the! system!losses! can! be! divided! into! two! categories:! Losses! caused! by! a! reduction! in! the! amount! of!irradiation! received!by! the!modules,! and!efficiency! losses!occurring! in! the! conversion!process!somewhere!in!the!PV!system.!
3.6.1'Array'Incidence'Angle'(IAM)'Losses'As!the!incidence!angle!between!a!solar!module!and!the!incoming!solar!irradiation!increases,an!increased! amount! of! the! irradiation! will! be! reflected! of! the! surface! of! the!module.! This! is! in!accordance!with!basic!theory!for!the!behaviour!of! light!when!moving!between!two!media.!The!reflection!of!irradiance!due!to!low!incidence!angle!is!illustrated!in!figure!29.!!!
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!
Figure'29:'Reflection'of'irradiance'due'to'low'incidence'angle.'To!calculate!the!amount!of!irradiation!being!reflected!by!the!module!is!however!complicated,!as!it!depends!on!material!properties!of!the!antireflective!coatings!as!well!as!multiGreflexions!in!the!covering!glass.!One!approach!that!has!been!suggested!is[18][Array!losses]!!! !!"# = 1 − !!! ! ∙ ( 1cos ! − 1)!! (3.15)!where!FIAM!is!the!module!absorption!factor,!b0!is!a!module!specific!constant!and!i!is!the!incidence!angle!on!the!module.!Note!that!when!the!incidence!angle!is!zero,!the!absorption!factor!FIAM!is!one!and!there!are!no!array!incidence!losses.!The!b0!value!for!a!crystalline!module!has!been!measured!to!be!approximately!0.05[18].!!
3.6.2'Soiling'Losses'Soiling!losses!occurs!as!pollution,!dust,!bird!droppings!or!snow!accumulate!on!the!modules!and!reduce! the! amount! of! irradiation! absorbed! by! the! module.! There! is! a! great! amount! of!uncertainty!related!to!these!losses,!as!they!will!depend!heavily!on!the!local!area!and!climate[18].!Soiling!losses!are!in!many!cases!highly!seasonal,!i.e.!in!areas!with!heavy!snowfall!or!agricultural!areas!with!seasonal!fertilisation.!!Research!done!in!the!southGwestern!part!of!the!US!has!shown!that!average!yearly!soiling!losses!could!be!as!high!as!15!%,!although!the!average!annual!soiling!losses!would!typically!be!between!2! and! 5! %! in! this! region[19].! Nevertheless,! this! shows! that! soiling! losses! could! reduce! the!performance!of!a!PV!system!significantly.!!Soiling!losses!are!less!significant!in!areas!with!sufficient!rainfall,!and!in!cases!where!the!!module!tilt! angle!!!is! large.! Soiling! losses!have! in!many!cases!been!observed! to!be!minor!on!many!PV!installations! in!Europe[6][p.206].! !On! framed!modules,!moss! and!dust! can!accumulate! around!the!frame!edges!and!reduce!the!output!of!the!modules.!Hence!frameless!modules!could!be!a!good!solution! in!cases!where!soiling! is!expected[18].!The!use!of!a!cleaning!agent!will! in!many!cases!reverse! the!power! loss,! and! is! recommended! in!areas!where! soiling! losses!are!observed! to!be!significant[6][p.205].!





3.6.4'PV'Losses'due'to'Temperature'As! the! temperature! of! the! solar!module! changes,! the! conversion! efficiency! of! the!module!will!change! accordingly.! An! increase! in! the!module! temperature! will! cause! a! drop! in! the!module!voltage! and! thereby! reduced! module! efficiency.! Figure! 31! shows! the! efficiency! of! a!polycrystalline!module!for!different!operating!temperatures.!!
!
Figure'31:'Efficiency'of'a'crystalline'module'for'different'operating'temperatures.'From'PVsyst[7].'As! observed! in! figure! 31,! the! efficiency! of! a! solar!module! is! reduced! significantly! at! elevated!operating!temperatures.!Hence!careful!attention!should!be!paid!to!the!mounting!system!of! the!modules,!as!a!mounting!system!that!ensures!sufficient!cooling!of!the!modules!will! increase!the!performance!of!the!system.!!
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!The!operating!temperature!of! the!module! is!calculated!by!using!the!thermal!energy!balance!of!the! module! from! equation! 3.11.! The! thermal! loss! factor,! U,! must! then! be! determined.! The!thermal!loss!factor!is!a!function!of!natural!convection,!which!depends!mainly!on!the!mounting!of!the!module,!and!forced!convection!caused!by!the!wind.!!!! ! = !!! + !!! ! ∙ !!! (3.16)!In!equation!3.16,!Uc!is!a!constant!component!depending!on!the!mounting!of!the!module,!and!Uv!!is!a!factor!which!is!proportional!to!the!wind!velocity!v.!!The!impact!of!a!temperature!increase!on!the!module!efficiency!will,! like!the!irradiance!impact,!vary!depending!on!module!type!and!quality.!!
3.6.5'Module'Quality'Losses'Depending! on! the! module! quality,! some! modules! show! reduced! power! output! during! the!lifetime! of! the! module.! As! standards! have! been! introduced! and! many! producers! provide!productions!warranties!for!their!modules,!the!risk!for!PV!system!developers!has!been!reduced.!If!modules! have! only! positive! tolerances,! the! modules! used! will! on! average! be! better! than!expected,!and!these!losses!could!actually!turn!out!to!be!power!gains.!!There! are! several! IEC! standards! made! regarding! the! production! and! the! quality! of! both!crystalline! and! thin! film! modules.! Choosing! modules! that! are! verified! according! to! these!standards!will!reduce!the!risk!of!module!quality!losses!during!the!lifetime!of!the!system.!!When! the! modules! have! been! in! operation! for! a! while,! they! will! naturally! degrade.! Several!studies! have! been! made! on! the! longGterm! degradation! of! solar! modules.! These! studies! have!concluded! that! long! term! degradation! in! most! cases! is! lower! than! 0.75%! per! year,! and! a!reduction!in!ouput!between!0.3%!and!0.8%!per!year!has!been!suggested!as!typical!values[20].!
3.6.6'Module'Mismatch'Losses'The!current! in!a!string!of!modules!is! limited!to!the!lowest!module!current! in!the!string.!Hence!connecting!modules!with!different!characteristics! in!one!string!will! lead! to!mismatch! losses! in!the!PV!system[18].!!!Module!characteristics!are!not! identical!even!for!modules!of!the!same!type!and!rating,!and!are!usually!statistical!distributions!over!a!given!interval.!A!module!rated!at!240!Wp!at!STC!could!in!reality!prove!to!be!a!238!Wp!or!243!Wp!module,!depending!on!the!module!tolerance.!!!As! in! the! case! of! module! quality! losses,! the! introduction! of! standards! and! warranties! has!reduced! the! impact! of! module! array! mismatch! losses.! The! IEC! 61215! and! the! IEC! 61646,!concerning! crystalline! and! thin! film!modules! respectively,! states! that:! ! “The$measured$average$
power$ shall$ be$ equal$ to$ or$ higher$ than$ the$ nominal$ nameplate$ power$ rating$ at$ STC$ and$ no$
individual$module$power$shall$be$more$than$3%$below$nominal”[21].!
3.6.7'Ohmic'Cabling'Losses'The!ohmic!loss!in!the!DC!cabling!can!be!calculated!using!the!standard!equation!for!ohmic!losses:!!! !!"#$% = ! !!"#$% ! ∙ !!!"#$%! !! (3.17)!The!resistance!of!a!DC!cable!is!given!by!the!following!equation:!!! !!!"#$ = !!!"#$% !!! (3.18)!
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!In!equation!3.17,!!!"#$% !is! the!resistance! in!Ohm,!!!"#$% ![Ω!!!! ]!is! the!specific! resistance!of! the!cable!material,!l![m]!is!the!cable!length,!and!A![mm2]!is!the!cross!section!area!of!the!cable.!!Equation!3.18!shows!the!importance!of!using!a!cable!material!with!a!low!specific!resistance,!like!copper.! Furthermore! it! is! important! to! keep! the!DC! cabling! length! at! a!minimum,! and! have! a!cross! section! area! that! is! large! enough! in! order! to! prevent! high! ohmic! losses! and! voltage!drops[6][p.196G197].!!!Ohmic!losses!are!often!estimated!using!a!value!relative!to!the!array!output!of!the!PV!system,!i.e!1!%!of!the!array!output!at!STC,!or!calculated!directly!using!equations!3.17!and!3.18.!
3.6.8'Inverter'Losses'As!described!in!chapter!2.2,! the! inverter!efficiency!will!vary!depending!on!the!array!output.! In!addition,! additional! inverter! losses! can! occur!when! the! array! power! is! outside! the! operation!limits!of!the!inverter.!In!these!cases!the!array!will!have!potential!energy!available!that!cannot!be!utilized!by!the!inverter.!!!Inverter!losses!can!to!a!large!extent!be!avoided!by!sizing!the!inverter!correctly,!although!some!inverter!losses!will!occur!as!the!array!operating!characteristics!vary.!
3.7'Economical'Evaluation'of'PV'Systems'For! an! investor! in! a! PV! system,! the! objective!will! in!most! cases! be! to! design! and! build! a! PV!system! that! gives! a! reasonable! profit.! The! regulatory! regime! of! the! area!where! the! system! is!installed!and!available!support!schemes!are!of!great!importance!in!this!regard.!!!This!chapter!present!the!most!important!laws!and!regulations!that!affects!the!installation!of!a!PV!system!in!Norway,!available!support!schemes!and!methods!used!in!economical!evaluation!of!PV!systems.!
3.7.1'Laws'and'Regulations'The! laws! and! regulations! affecting! a! PV! system! can! roughly! be! divided! into! two! categories:!Governmental!laws!regulating!the!production!of!electricity,!and!security!and!quality!regulations!set!by!the!local!gridGoperator.!!
3.7.1.1%The%Surplus%Customer%Amendment%In!2010,!the!Norwegian!Water!Resources!and!Energy!Directorate!(NVE)!amended!the!Regulation!no.!302!of!March!11!1999!in!order!to!facilitate!the!connection!of!surplus$customers!to!the!grid.!A!surplus!customer!in!this!regard!means!a!customer!that!for!a!limited!period!of!the!year!produces!more! electricity! than! it! consumes.! The! yearly! production! should! not! exceed! the! yearly!consumption,!hence!the!customer!should!still!be!a!netGconsumer!of!electricity.!Furthermore,!the!generator!maximum!power!can!not!exceed!100!kVA.!!The!amendment! states! that! the! local! gridGoperator! can!buy!excess!electricity!production! from!the!customer!at!a!price!agreed!to!by! the!gridGoperator!and!the!surplus!consumer.!The!surplus!customer!is!not!required!to!make!a!balancing!agreement!with!Statnett,!the!national!transmission!system!operator!(TSO),!which!is!usually!required!for!gridGconnected!power!producers.!!A!customer!with!a!roof!PV!system!could!be!an!example!of!a!surplus!customer!who!in!periods!of!high!production!and!low!consumption!during!the!summer!can!supply!electricity!to!the!grid[22].!!







• Grounding!!These! requirements! will! vary! depending! on! the! local! grid! and! national! standards! and!regulations.!





3.7.2.1%Electricity%Certificates%As!of!01.01.2012!Norway! is!part! of! a! common!green! certificate!market!with! Sweden!with! the!goal!of!increasing!renewable!energy!production!by!26,3!TWh!before!the!end!of!2020[25].!!!The!green!certificate!system!is!a!combined!tax!and!subsidy!system.!Producers!of!new!renewable!energy!receives!one!certificate!per!MWh!produced!from!their! facility!which!can!be!sold,!hence!providing! an! added! value! to! the! power! production.! Consumers! are! required! by! law! to! buy! a!certain!amount!of!certificates!depending!on!their!total!electricity!consumption,!and!the!price!of!the! certificates! is! determined! by! supply/demand! balance[26].! Figure! 32! shows! the! price!development!in!the!common!certificate!market!in!2012.!!
!
Figure'32:'Price'development'for'electricity'certificates'in'2012.'























!Innovation!Norway,!a!government!organisation!promoting!innovation,!has!a!support!scheme!for!green!buildings.!However,! this! support! scheme!mainly! targets! new,! innovative!projects! in! the!commercial!sector[28].!
3.7.3'The'Net'Present'Value'(NPV)'Method'The! most! common! way! of! evaluating! a! PV! system! is! by! using! the! net! present! value! (NPV)!method.!Another!alternative! is!the! internal!rate!of!return!(IRR)!method.!The!two!methods!will!often! lead! to!similar!results.!However,!as!NPV! is!considered!more!applicable!only! this!method!will!be!used!here.!!The! first! step! of! an! NPV! evaluation! is! to! calculate! the! cash! flow! for! each! year! of! the! project!lifetime.!The!net!cash!flow!for!a!certain!year!is!simply!given!by!the!following!equation:!!!! !! = ! !! − !!! (3.19)!!Where!Ct!is!the!net!cash!flow!of!year!t,!It!is!the!cash!inflow!of!year!t!and!Ot!is!the!cash!outflow!of!year!t.!!!!The! cash! flows! are! then! discounted! using! a! discount! rate! specific! to! the! investment.! The!discount! rate! is! set! in! accordance! with! the! risk! level! of! the! project,! and! should! reflect! other!investment!options!with!a!similar!risk!level.!Each!cash!flow!is!discounted!using!the!equation:!!! !! = ! !!(1 + !)!! (3.20)!!Where!Pt!is!the!present!value!of!the!cash!flow!Ct!and!i!is!the!discount!rate.!The!present!value!of!the!cash!flows!is!summarized!in!order!to!calculate!the!NPV!of!the!project.!!! !"# = ! !!!!!! = ! !!(1 + !)!!
!
!!! ! !(3.21)!!!!If!the!NPV!>!0,!the!project!is!considered!profitable[29].!!
3.7.4'Levelized'Cost'of'Electricity'(LCOE)'The!Levelized!Cost!of!Electricity!(LCOE)!is!used!to!evaluate!the!cost!of!producing!electricity!from!a!power!producing! facility.! The! levelized! cost! is! calculated!by! adding!up! all! system! costs,! like!construction,! maintenance! and! financial! costs,! and! then! divide! it! by! the! lifetime! electricity!production!of!the!system[30].!!!!!! !"#$ = ! !"#$%&%'$!!"#$!"#$%"&$!!"!#$%!!"#$%&'(#)! !(3.22)!!!!For!a!PVGsystem,!this!equation!could!be!expressed!more!specifically!as[30]!!!
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! !"#$ = !!"#$%&'!!"#$ + ! !"(1 + !)! − ! !"(1 + !)!!!!!!"#$#%&!!"ℎ!×!(1 − !"#)!(1 + !)!!!!! !
!(3.23)!
!!where!AO!is!the!annual!system!operation!cost,!i!is!the!discount!rate,!RV!is!the!residual!value!of!the!system,!and!N! is! the! lifetime!of! the!system.!SDR! is! the!system!degradation!rate,! that! is,!an!assumed!reduction!in!system!output!for!each!year.!!The!method!has!clear!resemblance!with!the!NPV!method,!and!the!LCOE!could!also!be!considered!as!the!necessary!average!value!of!electricity!in!order!to!get!an!NPV!=!0[31].!!
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4.'Methodology:'Design'and'simulation'of'PV'systems''This!chapter!presents!suggested!PV!systems!for!the!farm,!and!the!methodology!used!in!order!to!find! the!most! suitable! systems! for! the! farm.!A! flow! chart! illustrating! the!methodology!used! is!shown!in!figure!33.!!
!
Figure'33:'Flow'chart'of'the'methodology'used'in'this'thesis.'Chapter!4.1!provides!a!brief!introduction!to!the!PVsyst!software,!which!is!used!in!order!to!design!and!evaluate!systems,!and!eventually!determine!the!most!suitable!system!for!the!farm.!!Chapter!4.2!presents!the!results!from!two!site!assessments!conducted!at!the!farm!on!February!27th!and!April!4th!2013.!!!!Chapter!4.3!presents!how!meteorological!data!for!the!simulations!was!collected!and!evaluated.!The!data!used!in!the!simulations!is!presented!at!the!end!of!the!chapter.!!!The!chapters!4.4!to!4.7!present!data!and!conditions!used!in!the!simulations,!and!the!reasoning!behind! the! choices! made! regarding! the! simulation! settings.! The! first! subchapter! of! these!chapters!explains!how!the!data!and!simulation!conditions!are!implemented!in!PVsyst.!!!As!some!of! the!selected!parameters!used! in! the!simulations!were!considered!highly!uncertain,!the! bestGperforming! systems! in! the! main! simulations! were! used! in! further! simulations! to!investigate! sensitivies! to! a! change! in! simulation! settings.! The! settings! used! in! the! sensitivity!analysis!is!shown!in!chapter!4.8!!Chapter!4.9!shows!the!methodology!behind!the!economical!evaluation!of!the!different!systems!and!explains!the!conditions!used!in!the!evaluation.!
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Figure'35:' Southward7facing' roofs'on' the' chicken'house(upper' left),' the'grain' storage'building(upper' left),'
the'garage(lower'left)'and'the'vegetable'storage'building.'












Figure'36:'Shading'items'on'building'1.'Building!2!is!situated!close!to!a!relatively!large!tree!which!could!cause!a!substantial!amount!of!shading.!A!power!distribution!line!and!a!utility!pole!are!also!located!close!to!building!2.!!!Building! 3! faces! several! large! trees! in! the! southern! direction.! Elevated! terrain! in! the! same!direction! increases! the! likeliness! of! shading! effects! from! these! trees! on! the! modules.! This! is!shown!in!the!picture!in!figure!37.!
Building Length[m] Width[m] Wall1height[m] Roof1tilt1angle Roof1width[m]
Southward8facing1
roof1area[m2]
1 40 18 6 27 10.1 404.0
2 11 12 3 22 6.5 71.2
3 36 18 5.3 22 9.7 349.4
4 16 7.5 1.5 27 4.2 67.3
5 24 16 5.3 22 8.6 207.1
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!
Figure'37:'Shading'items'south'of'building'3.'Building!4!has!few!near!shading!elements,!except!for!a!tree!located!15!metres!to!the!south.!There!are!also!some!buildings!located!between!100!and!200!metres!south,!although!the!impact!of!these!buildings!seems!negligible.!!Building!5!will!be!located!8!metres!north!of!building!3,!hence!building!3!is!the!most!significant!of!the! potential! shading! elements! for! building! 5.! The! large! trees! south! of! building! 3! could! also!cause!shading!on!the!roof!of!building!5.!
4.2.4'Possible'Mounting'Systems'The!roofs!on!buildings!1!and!4!have!roof!tiles!while!buildings!2!and!3!have!metal!roofs.!The!two!roof!types!will!most!likely!require!different!mounting!solutions.!!Building!3!is!a!steel!frame!building!and!the!mechanical!properties!of!this!roof!should!be!carefully!evaluated!when! selecting! a!mounting! system! for! this! building.! Building! 5!will! also! be! a! steel!frame!building!when!constructed.!!Roofs!in!the!Rygge!area!should!be!able!to!hold!a!snow!load!of!up!to!300!kg/m2,!and!a!mounting!should!meet!the!same!criteria[32].!!
4.2.5'Possible'Location'of'BoS'Components'Some! initial! thoughts!were!given! to!possible! locations!of! the!main!BoS!components,!primarily!the!location!of!the!inverter.!!Building!1!has!a!service!room!which!is!currently!used!for!monitoring!conditions!in!the!building,!like! temperature! and! CO2! level.! This! room! could! be! a! suitable! inverter! location,! although! the!relatively!small!size!could!become!a!limitation.!The!rest!of!the!building!is!unsuitable!for!inverter!location,!as!entering!this!part!if!prohibited!for!hygienic!reasons!for!a!large!part!of!the!year.!!Building! 2! is! the! connection! point! between! the! farm! and! the! electricity! grid,! and! has! several!suitable!locations!for!one!or!more!inverters.!!Building!3!has!several!suitable!locations!for!one!or!more!inverters!in!the!centre!of!the!building.!Installation!of!the!inverter!close!to!the!roof!could!also!be!possible!in!order!to!limit!the!necessary!amount!of!DC!cabling.!!Building!4!is!relatively!small.!Hence!the!room!for!inverter!installation!is!limited.!!
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!Building!5! is!not!yet!constructed!and!possible! inverter! locations!were! therefore!not!suggested!for!this!building.!
4.2.6'Local'Electricity'Consumption'The! local! utility! company!provided! an!hourly! overview!of! the! site! electricity! consumption! for!2011!and!2012.!The!load!profile!of!the!site!is!shown!in!figure!38.!The!consumption!data!shows!that!the!consumption!is!particularly!high!during!the!fall.!This!is!due!to!an!extensive!demand!for!cooling!in!the!months!following!the!harvesting!of!vegetables.!As!more!and!more!vegetables!are!delivered! to! wholesalers! and! the! ambient! temperature! decreases,! the! cooling! demand! also!decreases.!In!June,!all!the!vegetables!have!been!delivered!and!the!remaining!electricity!demand!is!due!to!the!required!ventilation!in!the!chicken!house.!!
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Solar paths at UMB, Aas
Azimuth
1: 22 June
2: 22 May - 23 July
3: 20 Apr - 23 Aug
4: 20 Mar - 23 Sep
5: 21 Feb - 23 Oct
















• Wind!velocity!!PVsyst!has!builtGin!mechanisms!for!the!generation!of!diffuse! irradiance!data!and!wind!velocity!data,! hence! global! irradiance! and! ambient! temperature! are! the! data! that!must! in! any! case! be!provided! by! the! user.! Nevertheless,! the! result! of! the! simulations! will! be!more! accurate! if! all!parameters!for!the!site!are!available.!!As!the!meteorological!data!collected!for!this!site!consists!of!monthly!average!irradiation!values!and!monthly!average!temperatures,!the!“Synthetic!hourly!data!generation”!function!was!used!to!generate!hourly!values!for!the!irradiance!and!temperature!data.!!Hourly!irradiance!values!are!constructed!using!a!transposition!mechanism!that!is!closely!linked!to! the! solar! geometry! described! in! chapter! 3.2,! and! the! latitude! and! longitude! of! the! site! is!therefore!used!as!an!input!to!calculate!the!solar!path!of!each!day.!Daily!values!are!then!created!using!probability!matrices!based!on!data!from!different!weather!stations.!Finally,!hourly!values!are!generated!using!a!Gaussian!model.!An!example!of!generated!hourly!irradiance!values!for!one!day!is!shown!in!figure!42.!!!!
!
Figure'42:'Example'of'synthetic'hourly'irradiation'values'generated'in'PVsyst.'As! for! the!generation!of!hourly! temperature!values,! the!model!used! is! less!general!and!mainly!based!on!Swiss!meteorological!data.!Temperature!will!typically!take!a!sinusoidal!function!with!a!phase! shift! of! between! two! and! three! hours! from! the! irradiance! function.! ! The! generated!temperature!values!are!therefore!slopes!based!on!amplitude!and!phase!shift!values!from!Swiss!regions,!and!monthly!average!temperatures!supplied!by!the!user!are!used!as!constraints!in!the!generation.!!!










Hourly!values!are!not!generated!for!the!wind!data,!as!a!general!model!for!such!a!transposition!is!unavailable! and! most! likely! nonGexistent.! The! monthly! average! values! are! therefore! used.!However,!wind!data!are!only!used!in!order!to!estimate!the!wind!component!of!the!UGvalue!for!the! module! as! shown! in! equation! 3.16! and! will! hence! only! have! a! limited! impact! on! the!simulation!results[18].!
4.3.2'Meteorological'Data'from'Local'Weather'Stations'Data!from!four!weather!stations!were!assessed.!Table!5!displays!information!about!the!different!stations!and!the!available!variables!at!each!station.!!
Table'5:'Relevant'weather'stations'in'the'Rygge'area.'
!!The!weather! station! in!Rygge! is! located! at! the!Rygge!Airport! close! to! the!Roer!Farm,! and!has!been! operated! by! the! Norwegian! Meteorological! Institute! (MET)! since! 1955.! It! is! therefore!considered!to!contain!relevant!temperature!and!wind!data!for!the!site.!However,!no!irradiation!measurements!have!been!made!at!this!station.!The!data!from!MET!was!collected!at!their!online!weatherG!and!climate!database!called!eKlima.!!The!weather!station!operated!by!the!Norwegian!University!of!Life!Sciences!(UMB)!has!been! in!operation! since! 1859,! and! data! from! this! station! have! been! used! by! MET! since! 1885.! ! The!irradiation!data! used! in! this! thesis! are!monthly! averages! of! data! recorded!between!1983! and!2012!and!collected!by!Grimenes!and!ThueGHansen[33].!!!The!Bioforsk!station!in!Ås!has!been!in!operation!since!August!1991!and!hourly!values!for!global!irradiance,! temperature! and!wind! speed!has!been! recorded! since! then.!However,! a! significant!amount!of!values!are!missing!from!the!first!years!of!operation.!The!irradiation!data!shown!here!is! therefore! recorded! between! 1993! and! 2012.! The! Bioforsk! station! in! Øsaker! has! been! in!operation! since! October! 2004,! and! global! irradiance,! temperature! and! wind! data! has! been!recorded!since!then.!The!irradiation!data!shown!here!is!recorded!between!2005!and!2012.!Data!from!the!two!Bioforsk!stations!were!collected!from!the!Bioforsk!website[34].!!A!comparison!of!the!annual!global!irradiation!data!from!the!different!sources!is!shown!in!figure!43.!!!
!
Figure'43:'Measured'values'for'annual'global'irradiation'on'the'horizontal'plane.'
Location Operator Distance.to.site[km] Distance.to.coast[km] Available.variables
Rygge MET 2.2 4.4 Temperature,2Wind2speed
Ås UMB 35 8 Global,2Diffuse,2Temperature,2Wind2speed
Ås Bioforsk 35 8 Global,2Temperature,2Wind2speed
































A! comparison! of! the! monthly! global! irradiation! values! for! the! different! weather! stations! ! is!shown!in!figure!44.!
'
Figure'44:'Measured'values'for'monthly'global'irradiation'on'the'horizontal'plane.'Although!the!collected!irradiation!data!show!similar!values!during!the!winter!and!fall,!there!are!relatively!large!variations!in!the!irradiation!data!for!the!spring!and!summer!months.!!!Table! 6! shows! the! monthly! average! temperature! and! wind! speed! values! from! the! different!weather!stations.!The!values!from!the!MET!station!are!averages!of!homogenized!values!recorded!between! 1961! and! 1990.! The! values! from!UMB! are! also! 1961G1990! averages! for! comparison!with! the!MET!values.!The!values! for!Bioforsk!Øsaker!are!2005G2012!averages,!as! this!weather!station!was!opened!as!late!as!in!2004.!!!
Table'6:'Average'temperature'and'wind'speed'data.'


































































T[oC] Wind[m/s] T[oC] Wind[m/s] T[oC] Wind[m/s]
Jan !4.1 3.5 !4.8 2.6 !2.8 1.9
Feb !4.2 3.2 !4.8 2.6 !3.6 1.6
Mar !0.4 3.6 !0.7 2.6 !0.3 1.7
Apr 4.2 3.8 4.0 2.7 5.9 1.9
May 10.3 3.9 10.3 2.8 10.7 2
Jun 14.7 4.1 14.7 2.8 14.3 1.8
Jul 15.9 3.9 15.9 2.5 17 1.5
Aug 14.9 3.6 14.7 2.4 15.6 1.4
Sep 10.8 3.7 10.6 2.6 12.2 1.9
Oct 6.8 3.7 6.2 2.5 6.7 1.7
Nov 1.2 3.6 0.5 2.6 3.2 2.1
Dec !2.5 3.5 !3.4 2.5 !2.4 1.5






















Database Values Source Available1variables
Meteonorm Monthly Interpolation/between/terrestrial/stations Global,/Diffuse,/Temperature,/Wind/speed
PVGiS Monthly Interpolation/between/terrestrial/stations Global,/Diffuse,/Temperature
Satellight Hourly Meteosat Global






4.3.4'Selection'of'Meteorological'Data'The! collected! meteorological! data! shows! variations! in! data! concerning! global! irradiation,!temperature! and! wind! variables.! There! could! be! several! reasons! explaining! some! of! the!relatively!large!differences,!including:!!
• Climatic!distances!between!weather!stations.!The!climatic!distance!is!the!vector!sum!of!the! ground! distance! and! the! difference! in! altitude! between! two! stations.! The!weather!stations!are!located!at!different!sites!and!cannot!be!expected!to!hold!identical!data.!
• Large!differences! in!the! length!of! the!data!series.!The!shortest!data!collection!period! is!five!years,!while!the!longest!is!30!years.!This!will!significantly!affect!the!data!values!due!to!statistical!variations!in!the!climate.!


































































































!Considering!these!factors,!it!is!difficult!to!determine!the!reliability!of!the!different!data!sets.!Due!to! the! assumed! importance! of! particularly! the! irradiation! data! for! the! performance! of! a! PV!system,! three! different!meteorological! data! sets!were! created,! and! used! in! the! simulations! in!order!to!further!investigate!the!impact!that!these!uncertainties!have!on!the!system!yield.!!!As!the!MET!station!in!Rygge!is!located!closest!to!the!site!and!has!long,!homogenized!time!series!for!temperature!and!wind!data,!the!temperature!and!wind!averages!from!this!station!was!used!in!all!the!meteorological!data!sets.!!The!soiling!loss!settings!evaluated!in!chapter!4.7.6!are!also!based!on!snow!cower!data!from!the!MET!station!in!Rygge.!!
Meteoset$A!!was!used!in!the!main!simulations.!This!dataset!includes!global!and!diffuse!irradiation!data! from! the! UMB! weather! station! in! Ås,! and! temperature! and! wind! data! from! MET.! The!climatic!distance!between!the!weather!station!and!the!site!is!low,!and!the!UMB!weather!station!has!the!longest!time!series!of!the!weather!stations!considered.!!!!
Table'9:'Meteoset'A.'
!!
Meteoset$B!consists!of!global!and!diffuse!irradiation!data!from!PVGIS,!and!temperature!and!wind!data! from! MET.! The! PVGIS! data! set! holds! the! lowest! irradiation! values! of! the! considered!databases.!Use!of!these!values!could!hence!provide!a!possible!worstGcase!scenario!with!regards!to!system!yield.!!
'
Meteoset$C!consists!of!global!and!diffuse!irradiation!data!from!Meteonorm,!and!temperature!and!wind!data!from!MET.!The!Meteonorm!set! is!based!on!a!long!time!period!of!measurements!and!also!has! some!of! the!highest! yearly! irradiation!values!of! the! considered!databases.!Hence! this!dataset!could!provide!a!possible!bestGcase!scenario!for!annual!system!yield.!!In!order!for!PVsyst!to!take!into!account!the!effect!of!reflected!diffuse!radiation,!the!albedo!values!for!the!site!must!be!given!as!an!input.!The!albedo!values,!!,!used!in!these!simulations!were!based!on! the! snow! cover! data! shown! in! table! 7,! an! evaluation! of! the! system! surroundings,! and! the!general!albedo!values!shown!in!table!2.!!
Global&[kWh/m2] Diffuse[kWh/m2] T[oC] Wind&speed[m/s]
January 9.9 6.8 %4.1 3.5
February 25.9 15.4 %4.2 3.2
March 64.7 31.2 %0.4 3.6
April 95.5 46.9 4.2 3.8
May 146.5 60.3 10.3 3.9
June 151.9 62.6 14.7 4.1
July 150.9 64.6 15.9 3.9
August 115.3 49.8 14.9 3.6
September 71.6 31.3 10.8 3.7
October 32.1 16.9 6.8 3.7
November 11.1 7.3 1.2 3.6
December 5.8 4.2 %2.5 3.5
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Table'10:'Albedo'values'used'in'the'simulations.'







• Two!heterogeneous!planes!!The! fixed! tilted! plane! is! the! only! relevant! configuration! in! this! case,! and! the! tilt! and! azimuth!angle! of! the! array! are! the! two! main! input! parameters.! The! yearly! irradiation! value! on! the!horizontal!plane!from!the!meteorological!data!is!then!transposed!to!the!module!plane,!and!the!global!irradiation!on!the!module!is!shown.!!!PVsyst!can!be!used!to!find!the!optimum!tilt!and!azimuth!angle.!The!software!then!uses!equation!3.8!and!calculates!a!set!of!transposition!factors,!R,!in!order!to!determine!the!maximum!possible!amount!of!irradiation!on!the!array.!The!program!will!in!any!case!show!the!transposition!factor!R!for! the! given! tilt! and! azimuth! angle,! and! the! percentage! loss! by! respect! to! the! optimum!orientation! of! the! array.! The! transposition!mechanism! then! uses! the!monthly!meteorological!data! and! an! evaluation! of!module! orientation! and! latitude! to! create! “Average! days”,! where! a!“Clear!day”!profile!is!created!for!one!day!at!the!middle!of!each!month.!The!amplitude!of!the!clear!day!profile!is!fitted!to!the!monthly!irradiation.!This!day!is!used!to!represent!all!days!in!the!given!month.! The! transposition! values! could! therefore! deviate! by! a! few! per! cents! compared! to! the!transposition!done!in!the!actual!simulations,!which!uses!the!synthetic!hourly!data.!!















!Using!equation!3.7,!the!ideal!tilt!angle!for!a!system!at!this!site!would!be!equal!to:!! !!"# !≈ 59°!!However,!the!PVsyst!optimization!tool!suggest!that!the!optimal!tilt!angle!is!within!the!range:!! !!"# !≈ 42° − 47°!!Variations!in!tilt!angle!within!this!range!will!mainly!affect!the!seasonal!distribution!of!the!yield.!!!Although!some!mounting!systems!exist!that! facilitates!a!difference!between!the!roof!angle!and!the!module! angle,! these! systems! are! rare! and! their! suitability! and! effectiveness! for! the! given!area!is!highly!uncertain.!!Hence!the!modules!were!in!this!case!assumed!to!have!a!tilt!angle!equal!to!the!roof!tilt!angle.!!The!tilt!angles!for!the!modules!on!the!different!roofs!are!shown!in!table!11.!
Table'11:'Module'tilt'angles'for'the'different'roofs.'
!
4.4.3'Azimuth'angle'The! optimum! azimuth! angle! is! direct! south.! However,! in! this! case! the! azimuth! angle! of! the!modules!will!be!determined!by!the!orientation!of!the!buildings.!The!orientation!of!the!buildings!and!hence!the!azimuth!angle!of!the!modules!are!shown!in!table!12.!!
Table'12:'Azimuth'angle'for'the'different'roofs.'
!!















HG β γ R(β,γ,(D/G) Hplane[kWh/m2/year] Loss(by(respect(to(optimum[%]
Optimum 880 42 0 1.32 1162 0.00%
Building515and54 880 27 13 1.26 1107 4.73%
Building52,35and55 880 22 13 1.22 1077 7.31%
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'4.5'Shade'Analysis'A! shade! analysis! was! conducted! in! order! to! evaluate! the! shading! on! the! different! roofs.! ! As!previously!described,! shading! losses! from!a!PV!system!can!be!divided! into!one! irradiance! loss!component! and! one! electrical! mismatch! loss! component.! For! a! tilted! roof! with! a! fixed!orientation,! there! is!not!much! that!can!be!done!about! the! irradiance! losses!caused!by!shading!objects.! However,! if! the! string! design! is! done! properly,! the! shading! can! be! limited! to! as! few!strings!as!possible!and!hence!reduce!the!electrical!mismatch!losses.!




• Detailed,!according!to!module!layout!!The!no$shadings!option!simply!means! that!no!shading!effects!will!be! taken! into!account! in! the!simulation!and!losses!caused!by!shadings!will!be!nonGexistent.!!!The! linear$shadings!option!will!give!a!loss!equal!to!the!irradiance!on!the!shaded!fraction!of!the!array.! That! is,! if! 50%! of! the! array! is! shaded,! only! the! irradiance! loss! due! to! this! shading! is!considered,!and!the!electrical!losses!due!to!mismatch!between!the!modules!are!ignored.!This!is!a!nonGaccurate!approach,!as!only!limited!shading!on!a!string!could!cause!severe!reductions!in!the!string!output!due!to!electrical!mismatch!effects.!!!
Shading$according$to$module$strings!provides!an!option!to!reduce!the!string!output!by!a!certain!percentage! as! soon! as! a! part! of! the! string! is! shaded.! The! user! determines! what! percentage!fraction! the!software!should!apply! in!order! to!better!represent! the!nonGlinear!electrical! losses!caused!by!the!shading.!!!In!reality,!neither!the!linear$shadings!option!nor!shadings$according$to$module$strings!represents!an!accurate!description!of!the!total!shading!effects.!However,!the!shading!effects! is! likely!to!be!somewhere! in! between! linear$ shadings! (best! case)! and! shading$according$ to$module$ strings! at!100%(worst!case)[18][Partition!in!module!strings].!!
Detailed,$ according$ to$ module$ layout! considers! the! mechanical! and! electrical! layout! of! the!modules,!which!is!given!by!the!user!in!the!“Module!layout”!section!of!PVsyst.!Assuming!that!the!modules!have!been!accurately! located!and!attributed!correctly! to! their! respective! strings,! this!option! will! give! an! overview! of! the! irradiance! losses! and! the! electrical! mismatch! losses!separately!at!the!end!of!the!simulation[18][Shadings,!Detailed!electrical!losses].!!
4.5.3'Evaluation'of'the'Near'Shadings'A!shade!analysis!was!made! for! the!different!roofs!using!the!“Near!shadings”! feature! in!PVsyst.!Figure!47!shows!screen!dumps!from!the!shade!analysis.!!
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!
Figure'47:'Screen'dumps'from'the'shade'analysis'in'PVsyst.'Roof!1,3!and!5!were!those!considered!in!the!shade!analysis,!as!roofs!2!and!4!are!relatively!small!and!their!potential!for!power!production!therefore!limited.!!The! direct! irradiation! losses! caused! by! shading! at! the! different! roofs! were! determined! at!December! 21(winter! solstice)! and! further! for! the! 21st! of! each! month! until! June! 21(summer!solstice).!Table!14!shows!the!relative!direct!irradiation!losses!for!each!of!the!buildings!on!these!dates.!!
Table'14:'Percentage'shading'loss'of'direct'irradiation'for'different'dates.'
!!The!meteorological!data!collected! in!chapter!4.3!showed!that!the!amount!of! irradiation!during!the!winter!months!are!low!and!the!diffuse!fraction!of!the!irradiation!is! large.!Furthermore,!the!site! snow! data! suggested! that! snow! could! be! present! on! the! modules! during! these! months.!Hence!shading!on!the!modules!during!the!winter! is!not!necessarily!critical!with!regards!to!the!yearly!system!yield.!!PVsyst!was! also! used! to! create! isoGshading! diagrams,!which! shows! the! percentage! fraction! of!direct!irradiance!losses!on!a!roof!when!the!sun!is!located!at!different!angles.!!The!diagrams!show!the! 1%,! 10%! and! 20%! isoGshading! curves.! The! diagrams! also! show! an! estimated! yearGround!
Building(1 Building(3 Building(5
December(21st 4.2% 24.2% 21.9%
January(21st 0.5% 18.8% 8.5%
February(21st 0.2% 1.6% 0.7%
March21st 0.2% 0.0% 0.0%
April(21st 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
May21st 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
June21st 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
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attenuation!factor!for!the!diffuse!component!of!the!irradiation,!HD,!and!the!reflected!irradiation,!HR.!!Building! 1! has! low! irradiation! losses! due! to! shading,! although! it! is! the! only! one! of! the! three!buildings!that!experiences!irradiation!losses!during!spring!and!summer.!This!can!be!observed!in!figure! 48!where! the! 1%! isoGshading! curve! is! crossing! the! sun! paths! for! the! entire! year.! This!shading! is!caused!by! the!ventilators!on! the!roof!of! the!building,!and! is!particularly!high! in! the!morning!and!evenings,!as!the!sun!is!lower!at!these!times!of!the!day.!!
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Attenuation for diffuse: 0.011
and albedo: 0.372
1: 22 June
2: 22 May - 23 July
3: 20 Apr - 23 Aug
4: 20 Mar - 23 Sep
5: 21 Feb - 23 Oct








Attenuation for diffuse: 0.011
and albedo: 0.372
1: 22 June
2: 22 May - 23 July
3: 20 Apr - 23 Aug
4: 20 Mar - 23 Sep
5: 21 Feb - 23 Oct













The! shading! curves! for! building! 5! are! similar! to! those! of! building! 3.! However,! the! curves! for!building! 5! are! lower! as! the! distance! to! the! southward! trees! are! higher.! Also,! the! attenuation!factor!for!diffuse!irradiation!is!higher!for!this!building,!most!likely!because!building!3!is!limiting!the!amount!of!reflected!irradiation!on!building!5.!!
!
Figure'50:'Iso7shading'diagram'for'building'5'generated'in'PVsyst.'The! initial! shade! analysis! showed! that! the! yearly! shading! patterns! are! different! for! the! three!largest!buildings!on!the!farm,!although!neither!of!the!buildings!was!considered!unsuitable!for!a!PV!system!when!evaluating! the!shading!on! the!roofs.!However,! the!string!assignment! for!each!roof!took!into!account!the!different!shading!issues!on!the!roofs,!and!was!made!in!order!to!limit!the!shading!to!as!few!strings!as!possible.!

















2: 22 May - 23 July
3: 20 Apr - 23 Aug
4: 20 Mar - 23 Sep
5: 21 Feb - 23 Oct
6: 19 Jan - 22 Nov
7: 22 December
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4.6'System'Design'and'Component'Selection'Meteorological! data! and! shade! are! siteG! and! roof! specific! sizes.! When! these! were! assessed,!different! systems! were! simulated! in! order! to! find! the! bestGperforming! systems! for! different!roofs.! This! chapter! presents! the! selection! of! the! two!main! components,! the!modules! and! the!inverters,!as!well!as!methodology!behind!the!string!sizing!and!module!layout.!





The$ absolute$ minimum$ operating$ temperature! is! used! to! determine! the! maximum! operating!voltage!of!the!array,!and!is!the!lowest!temperature!that!the!array!will!experience.!This!value!is!equal!to!the!lowest!ambient!temperature!at!the!site.!!!!PVsyst!uses!the$winter$operating$temperature!in!order!to!ensure!that!the!string!voltage!does!not!exceed!the!upper!limit!of!the!MPPT!function!of!the!inverter.!!!The!usual$operating$temperature$under$1000$W/m2!is!not!used!by!PVsyst!as!a!design!parameter,!and! is! included! to! calculate! the! common! operating! voltage! of! the! array.! Since! the! inverter!efficiency! will! change! depending! on! the! array! voltage,! the! usual! operating! voltage! should!preferably!be!close!to!the!maximum!efficiency!voltage!of!the!inverter.!!!The! summer$ operating$ temperature! is! used! to! prevent! that! the! string! voltage! becomes! lower!than!the!lower!limit!of!the!inverter!MPP!tracking!function!during!summer!operation.!!
4.6.2'Selection'of'Modules'A!wide!selection!of!modules!is!available!at!the!world!market!today.!As!modules!are!fairly!easy!to!transport,! most! of! these! modules! will! also! be! available! in! the! Norwegian! market.! Different!technologies!were! used! in! the! simulations! for! comparison.! ! A! siteGspecific! set! of! criteria! was!made! in!order!to!narrow!down!the!amount!of!possible!modules! for!the!simulations.!These!are!shown!in!table!15.!!
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Table'15:'Module'selection'criteria.'
!!As! the! available! roof! area! is! a! limiting! factor! for! the! PV! system,! the! efficiency! of! the! selected!modules!should!be!in!the!upper!part!of!the!efficiency!range!for!their!respective!types.!!Due!to! the!possible!snow!loads!at! the!site,! the!modules!should!be!able! to!handle!a!mechanical!load!of!minimum!2400!Pa,!and!preferably!5400!Pa,!which! is!a!common!requirement! in!snowy!areas[6][p.182].!!Furthermore,! the!modules! should! be! certified! in! accordance!with! the! IEC61646! or! IEC61215,!which! are! the! design! qualification! and! type! approval! for! thin! film! modules! and! crystalline!modules,!respectively.!!Finally,!as!the!site!is!located!near!the!coast!in!an!agricultural!district,!the!modules! should! be! IEC61701! certified! and! also! have! a! recognized! ammonia! resistance!certification.!!The! selected! warranty! criteria! are! made! in! order! to! ensure! an! acceptable! system! output!throughout! the! lifetime!of! the!system.!The!module! tolerance!value!should! ideally!be!as! low!as!possible,!and!3%!is!set!as!an!absolute!maximum!value!in!order!to!minimize!the!mismatch!losses.!!Based! on! the! criteria! given! in! table! 15! and! an! evaluation! of! available!modules,! the! following!modules!were!selected!for!use!in!the!simulations:!!
1) REC'Peak'Energy'series'–'REC250PE'The! REC250PE! is! a! polycrystalline! silicon! module! from! Norwegian! manufacturer!Renewable!Energy!Corporation!(REC).!This!specific!module!has!a!nominal!power!of!250!W!and!meets!all!the!given!criteria.!!
2) Suntech'STP'series'–'SPT250S'–'20/Wd'The! Suntech! STP250SG20/Wd! is! a! monocrystalline! silicon! module! from! Suntech,!currently! the! world´s! largest! producer! of! solar! modules.! The! module! used! in! the!simulations!has!a!nominal!power!of!250!W!and!meets!all!the!given!criteria.!!
3) Solar'Frontier'–'SF1657S'Solar! Frontier! is! a! Japanese!manufacturer!which!main! focus! is! production! of! thin! film!CISGmodules.!Thin!film!modules!are,!in!general,!known!to!perform!well!at!low!irradiance!levels,!and!could!therefore!prove!to!be!an!interesting!alternative!in!northern!climates.!!It!should!be!underlined!that!the!author!has!no!indication!that!these!modules!are!either!better!or!worse!than!other,!similar!modules.!Nevertheless,! it!would!have!been!unfeasible! to!simulate!all!modules! meeting! the! given! requirements,! and! the! availability! of! the! selected! modules! were!assumed! to! be! good.! Furthermore,! the! selected!modules! represented! three! different! types! of!technologies,!making!it!possible!to!compare!the!simulated!performance!of!these.!











1) SMA'Solar'–'Sunny'Tripower'series'SMA!Solar!is!the!largest!inverter!manufacturer!in!the!world!and!has!a!wide!range!of!both!string! and! central! inverters.! ! The! tripower! series! are! triGphase! inverters! with! a! high!number! of! DCGinputs! and! two! MPPTs! per! inverter.! These! inverters! also! have! a! wide!MPPT!voltage!operating!range.!!
2) Eltek'Valere'–'Theia'He7t'series'Eltek!Valere!is!a!Norwegian!inverter!manufacturer!and!the!availability!of!these!inverters!is! hence! assumed! to! be! good.! The! Theia!HeGt! series! are! oneGphase! inverters!with! one!MPPT!per!inverter.!They!have!a!wide!MPPT!voltage!range!and!very!high!efficiency!within!the!MPPTGrange.!!Both! these! inverter! types!have!Norwegian!distributors!which! is!considered!an!advantage!with!respect!to!availability!and!cost.!











Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
43.7 47.7 920.0 920.0 914.1 913.1 98.2 96.2 92.2 0.8
43.0 47.0 920.0 920.0 914.3 913.3 98.5 96.5 92.8 0.2
45.0 49.0 920.0 920.0 913.8 912.8 97.5 95.5 91.3 1.8
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max
43.7 47.7 36.9 38.9 42.8 45.8 54.6 59.6 60.6 66.6
43.0 47.0 36.5 38.5 42.3 45.3 53.8 58.8 59.5 65.5
45.0 49.0 37.5 39.5 43.8 46.8 56.3 61.3 62.5 68.5
NOCT[oC] T(0&W,&920&oC) T(200&W,&920&oC) T(400&W,&920&oC) T(600&W,&920&oC)
NOCT[oC] T(400&W,&25&oC) T(600&W,&25&oC) T(1000&W,&25&oC) T(1200&W,&25&oC)
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Table!16!shows!that!operating!temperatures!for!the!PV!array!could!vary!from!−20℃!up!to!69℃.!Hence! the!MPPT!function!of! the! inverter!should!cover! the!voltage!range!associated!with! these!temperatures.!!However,!operation!in!−20℃!will!be!rare,!and!will!most!likely!occur!in!the!winter!months!when!the!modules!may!be!covered!by!snow!and!the!shading!effects!are!most!severe.!A!MPPT! range! covering! the! voltages! associated! with! an! operating! temperature! range! of!0℃!to!70℃!was!therefore!considered!sufficient.!!!The! PVsyst! input! values! for! the! matching! of! array! and! inverter! is! shown! in! table! 17.! These!values!were!used!as!input!when!matching!the!array!and!inverter!in!PVsyst.!!
Table'17:'Input'design'temperatures'for'matching'of'array'and'inverter.'
!!Equation! 3.10!was! used! to! calculate! the!module! voltages! associated!with! the! given! operating!temperatures,! in! order! to! determine! the!minimum!and!maximum!amount! of!modules! in! each!string!for!the!inverters.!The!voltage!coefficients,!!! ,!were!found!in!the!module!product!sheets.!!
Table'18:'Voltage'levels'for'the'selected'modules'at'different'operating'temperatures.'
!!When!the!voltage! levels! for! the!design! temperatures!are!calculated,! these!values!were!used! to!determine!the!minimum!and!maximum!amount!of!modules!in!a!string!for!the!selected!inverters.!!By! combining! the! calculated!voltage! levels!of! the!modules! shown! in! table!18!and! the! inverter!specifications,! equation! 3.12! and! 3.13! were! used! to! calculate! the! minimum! and! maximum!amount!of!modules!in!one!string.!The!results!from!the!calculations!are!shown!in!table!19.!!
Table'19:'Minimum'and'maximum'amount'of'modules'in'a'string'for'different'module/inverter'combinations.'











VOC$%30$oC$[V] Vmpp$$0$oC$[V] Vmpp$$50$oC$[V] Vmpp$70$C$[V]
43.0 32.2 28.2 26.5
44.4 33.3 28.1 26.0
128.2 91.9 79.1 74.0
nmin nmax nmin nmax
REC$PE$Series 6 23 9 13
Suntech$STP$series 6 22 9 13
Solar$Frontier$SF$series 3 7 4 4
Eltek+Valere+Theia+He1tSMA+Tripower+series
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!Combinations!of! the! selected!modules!and! inverters!were! simulated! in!order! to! find! the!bestGperforming! systems.!The!number!of!modules!was!determined! from! the! available! roof! area!on!each! roof.! However,! the! amount! of! strings! had! to! match! the! inverter! specifications,! and! the!length!of!each!string!had!to!match!the!voltage!limits!of!the!inverter.!!!In! the! cases! where! the! possible! maximum! amount! of! modules! did! not! match! the! inverter!specifications,!the!amount!of!modules!were!reduced!to!the!number!closest!to!the!maximum.!!!There! are! a! total! of! six! possible! module/inverterGcombinations.! For! each! combination,! two!systems! were! constructed,! one! with! slightly! oversized! inverters! and! one! with! slightly!undersized! inverters.! !Hence! a! total! of! 12! systems!per! roof!were! simulated,! and! a! total! of! 36!systems!for!the!entire!farm.!!!
Table'20:'Combinations'of'modules'and'inverters'used'in'the'simulations.'
!








1.1 REC&PE250W 152 8 19 251 38.0 Tripower&10000TL 10.0 4 0.95
1.2 REC&PE250W 152 8 19 251 38.0 Tripower&17000TL 17.0 2 1.12
1.3 REC&PE250W 156 12 13 257 39.0 Theia&3.4&He=t 3.5 12 0.93
1.4 REC&PE250W 156 12 13 257 39.0 Theia&2.9&He=t 2.9 12 1.12
1.5 Suntech&STP250 156 12 13 257 39.0 Theia&3.4&He=t 3.5 12 0.93
1.6 Suntech&STP250 156 12 13 257 39.0 Theia&2.9&He=t 2.9 12 1.12
1.7 Suntech&ST250 152 8 19 247 38.0 Tripower&17000TL 17.0 2 1.12
1.8 Suntech&ST250 152 8 19 247 38.0 Tripower&10000TL 10.0 4 0.95
1.9 Solar&Frontier&SF165 210 30 7 258 34.6 Tripower&17000TL 17.0 2 1.02
1.10 Solar&Frontier&SF165 210 30 7 258 34.6 Tripower&15000TL 15.0 2 1.15
1.11 Solar&Frontier&SF165 216 54 4 265 35.6 Theia&4.4&He=t 4.4 9 0.90
1.12 Solar&Frontier&SF165 216 54 4 265 35.6 Theia&3.8&He=t 3.8 9 1.04
Building(3
3.1 REC&PE250W 180 18 10 297 45.0 Theia&4.6&He=t 4.5 9 1.11
3.2 REC&PE250W 180 18 10 297 45.0 Theia&4.4&He=t 4.4 9 1.14
3.3 REC&PE250W 180 12 15 297 45.0 Tripower&15000TL 15.0 3 1.00
3.4 REC&PE250W 180 12 15 297 45.0 Tripower&17000TL 17.0 3 0.88
3.5 Suntech&STP250 180 18 10 297 45.0 Theia&4.6&He=t 4.5 9 1.11
3.6 Suntech&STP250 180 18 10 297 45.0 Theia&4.4&He=t 4.4 9 1.14
3.7 Suntech&STP250 180 12 15 297 45.0 Tripower15000TL 15.0 3 1.00
3.8 Suntech&STP250 180 12 15 297 45.0 Tripower&17000TL 17.0 3 0.88
3.9 Solar&Frontier&SF165 216 36 6 265 35.6 Tripower&TL12000 12.0 3 0.99
3.10 Solar&Frontier&SF165 216 36 6 265 35.6 Tripower&TL10000 10.0 3 1.19
3.11 Solar&Frontier&SF165 216 54 4 265 35.6 Theia&4.4&He=t 4.4 9 0.90
3.12 Solar&Frontier&SF165 216 54 4 265 35.6 Theia&3.8&He=t 3.8 9 1.04
Building(5
5.1 REC&PE250W 90 9 10 149 22.5 Theia&2.9&He=t 2.9 9 0.86
5.2 REC&PE250W 90 9 10 149 22.5 Theia&2.0&He=t 2.0 9 1.25
5.3 REC&PE250W 88 4 22 145 22.0 Tripower&TL12000 12.0 2 0.92
5.4 REC&PE250W 88 4 22 145 22.0 Tripower&TL10000 10.0 2 1.10
5.5 Suntech&STP250 90 9 10 146 22.5 Theia&2.9&He=t 2.9 9 0.86
5.6 Suntech&STP250 90 9 10 146 22.5 Theia&2.0&He=t 2.0 9 1.25
5.7 Suntech&STP250 88 4 22 143 22.0 Tripower&TL12000 12.0 2 0.92
5.8 Suntech&STP250 88 4 22 143 22.0 Tripower&TL10000 10.0 2 1.10
5.9 Solar&Frontier&SF165=S 112 16 7 138 18.5 Tripower&TL8000 8.0 2 1.16
5.10 Solar&Frontier&SF165=S 112 16 7 138 18.5 Tripower&TL10000 10.0 2 0.93
5.11 Solar&Frontier&SF165=S 108 27 4 133 17.8 Theia&2.9&He=t 2.9 9 0.68
5.12 Solar&Frontier&SF165=S 108 27 4 133 17.8 Theia&2.0&He=t 2.0 9 0.99
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• Unavailability!losses!!These! input!parameters! can!be!adjusted! in!order! to! reflect! the!operating! conditions!of! the!PV!system.!!
4.7.2'Selection'of'Thermal'Loss'Parameter'(UGvalue)'The! theory! concerning! the! thermal! balance! of! a! module! and! ! its! influence! on! system!performance! is! described! in! chapters! 3.5! and! 3.6! As! all! the! parameters! in! equation! 3.11! are!available! except! for! the! module! UGvalue,! the! UGvalue! parameters! from! equation! 3.16! are! the!input!in!this!part!of!PVsyst.!!The!UGvalue!is!highly!dependent!on!the!mounting!configuration,!including!the!distance!between!the! modules! and! the! distance! between! the! roof! and! the! modules.! Furthermore,! local! wind!conditions!including!wind!speed!and!direction!would!affect!the!UGvalue.!No!accurate!model!exist!that!can!determine!the!UGvalue,!although!some!suggestions!have!been!made!based!on!measured!values!from!other!PVGsystems[18][Array!thermal!losses].!!For! semiGintegrated!modules!with! an! air! duct! behind,! the! PVsyst! default! values! are! shown! in!table!21.!These!values!were!used!in!the!main!system!simulations.!!
Table'21:'U7value'factors'used'in'the'main'simulations.'
!!









4.7.4'Selection'of'Ohmic'Loss'Parameters'There! are! several! options! available! for! the! selection! of! ohmic! loss! parameters! in! PVsyst.! The!user!can!either!define!a!maximum!percentage! loss! in! the!DCGcabling!and!ACGcabling,!or!define!the!length!and!cross!section!area!of!the!different!cables.!In!the!latter!case!PVsyst!will!calculate!the!ohmic!losses!using!equation!3.17!and!equation!3.18.!!In![8][p.148],!a!maximum!voltage!drop!of!1%!is!suggested!on!the!DCGside!as!well!as!the!ACGside!of! the! system.! ! In!many!countries! there!are! specific! requirements! to!a!maximum!voltage!drop!and!ohmic!losses,!particularly!on!the!ACGside.! In!Germany,!the!maximum!voltage!drop!is!set!to!1%.!!!In! practice,! the! amount! of! ohmic! losses! will! be! a! compromise! between! a! wish! to! reduce! the!losses!to!a!minimum,!while!at!the!same!time!limit!the!cable!cost.!In!these!simulations,!1%!is!set!as! the!maximum!ohmic! loss! at! STC!on! the!DCGside,!while! 0.80%! is! used! for! the!ACGside.! ! The!reason! for! the! lower! acceptance! for! losses! on! the! ACGside! is! the! previously! mentioned!requirements!regarding!voltage!quality.!!
Table'22:'DC'and'AC'cable'loss'settings'used'in'the'simulations.'
!!For! the! bestGperforming! systems,! the! necessary! cable! diameter!was! calculated,! assuming! that!the!necessary!cable!length!was!two!times!the!building!length!plus!10!meters.!




















!Light!induced!degradation!(LID)!is!an!effect!that!can!be!observed!for!crystalline!modules!during!the! first! hours! of! operation.! During! this! time! a! reduction! in! performance! compared! to! the!nameplate! performance! can! sometimes! be! observed,! depending! on! the! quality! of! the! wafer!manufacturing[18][LID].!!!The!mismatch!parameter!will!also!be!a!function!of!the!module!tolerance.!The!current!in!a!string!will!be!limited!to!the!current!of!the!weakest!module,!and!high!module!tolerances!could!therefore!give!significant!mismatch!losses!in!a!string!and!in!the!system!as!a!whole.!!!There!were!limited!data!available!regarding!how!to!select!these!parameters,!which!will!also!be!very!specific!to!each!module!type!and!situation.!In!these!simulations,!the!default!values!given!in!PVsyst!were!used.!These!are!shown!in!table!23.!!
Table'23:'Module'quality,'LID'and'mismatch'parameters'used'in'the'simulations.'
!








4.7.7'Selection'of'Unavailability'Loss'Values'The!unavailability! losses!are!given!to!represent!system!downtime!due!to!maintenance!or!gridGfailure.! Such! losses! are! difficult! to! predict,! although! the! relatively! high! reliability! of! the!Norwegian! power! grid! suggest! that! unavailability! losses!will!mainly! be! caused! by! PV! system!failures.!The!unavailability!losses!in!the!simulations!are!assumed!to!be!nonGexistent.!!
4.8'Sensitivity'Analysis'The!bestGperforming!systems!from!each!roof!were!used!in!further!simulations!to!investigate!the!impact!of!uncertainties!in!three!of!the!factors!influencing!system!performance:!Irradiation!data,!soiling!losses!and!the!UGvalue!of!the!module!(the!thermal!loss!parameter).!!The!systems!were!simulated!with!settings!different!from!those!used!in!the!main!simulations.!All!other! simulation! settings! were! kept! equal,! and! only! one! of! the! mentioned! parameters! was!changed!at!once.!
4.8.1'Sensitivity'Analysis'–'Irradiation'The! different!meteorological! data! ! consulted! in! chapter! 4.3! show! relatively! large! differences,!particularly!with! respect! to! irradiation! values! Several! simulations!were! therefore!made! using!Meteoset!B!and!Meteoset!C!to!investigate!how!this!affected!the!system!yield.!!!As!the!temperature!and!wind!data!used!in!Meteoset!A,!B!and!C!are!all!the!same,!the!sensitivity!analysis! is! in! essence! used! to! investigate! the! impact! of! irradiation! data! uncertainties.! As!previously!stated,!Meteoset!A!include!monthly!average!irradiation!data!from!a!weather!station!at! UMB,! while! Meteoset! B! and! C! include! irradiation! data! from! PVGIS! and! Meteonorm,!respectively.!

















4.8.3'Sensitivity'Analysis'–'Module'UGvalue'Due! to! the! uncertainties! in! the! selection! of! the! thermal! loss! factors,! and! the! fact! that! these!parameters! could! be! different! between! the! roofs,! additional! simulations! were! performed! in!order! to! determine! the! impact! of! a! change! in! the! module! UGvalue.! The! settings! used! in! the!additional!simulations!are!shown!in!table!26!!
Table'26:'Input'parameters'used'in'the'module'U7value'sensitivity'analysis.'
!!
4.9'Economical'Evaluation'An! economical! evaluation! of! the! bestGperforming! roofs! was! performed,! using! both! the! NPV!method!and!the!LCOE!method.!!!In!order!to!determine!the!investment!cost,!system!contractors!in!Norway,!Sweden!and!Denmark!were!contacted!and!asked!to!provide!information!about!the!cost!of!similar!systems.!!These!also!provided! information! about! the! approximate! construction! time! for! such! facilities! and! some!information!about!component!prices.!!!Furthermore,! suppliers! of! specific! components! like!modules! and! inverters! were! contacted! in!order! to! better! understand! the! cost! distribution!between! the! different! components.!However,!Eltek!Valere!was!the!only!component!supplier!who!provided!a!useful!response.!Some!internetGbased!suppliers!were!also!consulted,!and!these!are!listed!in!the!reference!list!as![40]!and![41].!!Some!simplifications!are!also!used!regarding!the!price!calculations:!
• No! adjustments! have! been! made! to! the! module! prices! collected! from! the! different!sources,!although!some!of! the!prices!are!collected!from!sources!outside!the!Norwegian!market.!
• Some!prices!have!been!extrapolated!with!respect! to!NOK/kWp.! I.e.! the!cost!of!an!Eltek!inverter!per!kWp!is!assumed!to!be!constant.!
• Other! BoS! costs! are! assumed! to! be! equal! for! each! roof! except! in! the! cases! of! large!differences!in!system!size.!

















!!The! discount! rate! should! reflect! the! project! risk! and! the! alternative! rate! of! return! that! the!investor! could! get! from! other! projects.! Several! different! examples! have! been! observed! with!respect! to! the!discount! rate! for!PV!systems.!6!%! is!used!here!as! it! represents!a! rate!of! return!significantly!higher!than!the!current!riskGfree!rate!of!return.!This!discount!rate!was!also!used!by!Good!et.al!when!conducting!LCOE!calculations!for!PV!systems[42]!!!The!project! lifetime!of!25!years! is!determined!from!the!module!warranties!and!is!a!commonly!assumed! lifetime! for!PVGsystems.! It! is!assumed! that!all! components!must!be!replaced!after!25!years!and!the!residual!value!is!hence!assumed!to!be!0.!!The! electricity! spot! price! is! the! average! of! Nordpool! Spot! Futures! given! at! NASDAQ!Commodities,!from!2014!until!2018!in!zone!NO1,!where!Rygge!is!located[43].!!The!utility!value!is!estimated!using!gridGtariffs!provided!by!Hafslund,!the!utility!company!in!this!region[44].!In!table!28,!it!can!be!observed!that!the!customer´s!utility!expenses!are!divided!into!three!parts:!One!fixed!amount!which!is!independent!on!the!consumption!and!maximum!power.!The!second!part! is! calculated!by!multiplying! the!maximum!power!of! the!month!by!an!amount!that!depends!on!the!season.!The!third!part!is!calculated!by!multiplying!the!monthly!consumption!with!a!seasonGdependent!price.!!
Table'28:'Utility'grid'tariff'for'Hafslund'commercial'customers[44].'
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!!No! investment! support! scheme! exists! in!Norway! as! of! today.!However,! it! is! assumed! that! the!customer!will!be!allowed!to!participate!in!the!greenGcertificate!scheme!and!pay!a!oneGtime!fee!of!15!000!NOK!to!participate!in!this!market.!The!certificate!price!is!assumed!to!be!0.20!NOK/kWh!which!is!close!to!the!late!2012!price.!!From! a! technical! point! of! view,! the!maintenance! cost! and! the! system! degradation! rate! (SDR)!must! be! determined.! The!maintenance! cost! includes! inspections! and! possible! replacement! of!components,!and!was!assumed!to!be!0.04!NOK/kWh!per!year.!A!properly!installed!roof!mounted!system! should! not! require! much! maintenance,! although! inspections! should! be! performed! to!ensure! maximum! system! output.! The! SDR! represents! the! expected! loss! in! output! from! the!system!per!year!due!to!degradation.!0.5!%!per!year!is!used!here.!Both!the!maintenance!cost!and!SDR!value!is!taken!from!a!sample!calculation!in![46].!!It! is! assumed! that! the! inverters!would!have! to!be!changed!one! time!during! the! lifetime!of! the!system,! in! this! case! in! year! 12.! The! inverter! price! is! then! assumed! to! be! equal! to! the! initial!inverter!price.!!The!Norwegian!organization!ZERO!has!recently!purposed!a!40%!investment!support!scheme!for!PV!systems! in!Norway,! similar! to! the! system!currently!existing! in!Sweden[47].!Calculations!of!the!NPV!are!also!done!considering!such!a!support!scheme.!
4.9.2'The'LCOE'method'The!LCOE!is!the!necessary!minimum!value!of!the!electricity!for!the!NPV!to!be!positive.!Hence!the!assumptions! used! in! the! LCOE! method! should! be! equal! to! the! assumptions! used! when!calculating!the!NPV.!However,!as!the!LCOE!method!does!not!include!any!income!variables,!these!are!naturally!not!a!part!of! the!calculations.!Table!30!shows! the!assumptions!used! in! the!LCOE!calculations.!!!
Table'30:'Financial'assumptions'used'in'the'LCOE'calculations.'
!!The!LCOE!is!highly!sensitive!to!the!assumptions!made!regarding!discount!rate,!investment!cost,!maintenance! cost! and! system! yield.! The! yield! sensitivity! analysis! performed! for! the! different!systems! was! used! to! make! a! sensitivity! analysis! of! the! LCOE.! When! discussing! LCOE,! it! is!common!to!distinguish!between!real!and!nominal!LCOE,!where! the!real!LCOE! is! the!minimum!electricity!price!denoted!in!today´s!currency.!!!Nominal!LCOE!also!takes! into!account! inflation!and! is!hence!higher!than!the!real!LCOE.! In!this!case,!the!real!LCOE!is!calculated!to!avoid!making!assumptions!about!future!inflation!rates.!
Summer(April+,October) Winter+,+day Winter+,+night










5.'Simulation'Results'and'Economical'Evaluation'This! chapter! presents! the! results! from! the! main! simulations,! the! sensitivity! analysis,! the!comparison!of!production!and!consumption!and!the!economical!evaluation.!Each!simulation!in!PVsyst!produces!a!report!of!four!pages!containing!the!results!of!the!simulations.!!As!it!would!not!be!feasible!to!present!all!reports!here,!key!data!from!each!report!were!collected!and!presented!in! tables! and! figures.! Some! figures!were! also! directly! exported! from! the! PVsyst! reports.! Each!chapter!is!concluded!by!a!subchapter!were!the!results!from!the!simulations!are!discussed.!!
5.1'System'Performance'This! chapter! presents! the! results! from! the!main! simulations! considered! the!most! interesting.!Included! is! the! system! performance! of! all! the! systems! simulated! for! each! roof,! roofGspecific!losses!for!each!of!the!buildings!and!detailed!results!for!the!bestGperforming!systems!of!each!roof.!
5.1.1'Main'Simulation'Results'Several! of! the! losses! in! PV! systems! occur! even! before! the! irradiance! hits! the! PV! array.! The!module! orientation,! shading,! incidence! losses! and! soiling! losses! are! all! factors! that! affect! the!total!amount!of!irradiation!available!for!conversion!in!the!modules.!!!!These! factors!are!determined!mainly!by! the!site!meteorology!and! the!roof!orientation.! In! this!case,! they! are! therefore! roof! –specific! sizes,! and! equal! for! all! the! systems! on! each! roof.! The!influence!of!these!factors!in!the!main!simulations!is!shown!in!table!31.!!!
Table'31:'Yearly'effective'irradiation'the'PV'arrays.'














Building(1 880 1.183 1041 1.30% 3.40% 7.90% 913
Building(3 880 1.163 1023 1.90% 3.70% 7.40% 895
Building(5 880 1.163 1023 1.50% 3.70% 7.60% 899
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Table'32:'System'performance'for'the'simulated'systems.'







1.1 31003 816 78.4%
1.2 31594 831 79.9%
1.3 32240 827 79.2%
1.4 32331 829 79.5%
1.5 31338 804 77.0%
1.6 31434 806 77.3%
1.7 30716 808 77.5%
1.8 30112 792 76.0%
1.9 27893 805 77.2%
1.10 27640 798 76.5%
1.11 28672 804 77.1%
1.12 28670 804 77.1%
Building(3
3.1 36729 816 79.8%
3.2 36696 815 79.7%
3.3 36548 812 79.4%
3.4 36424 809 79.1%
3.5 35732 794 77.6%
3.6 35702 793 77.5%
3.7 35290 784 76.6%
3.8 35423 787 76.9%
3.9 27831 781 76.3%
3.10 27764 779 76.1%
3.11 28083 788 77.0%
3.12 28081 788 77.0%
Building'5
5.1 18326 814 79.6%
5.2 18318 814 79.6%
5.3 17845 811 79.3%
5.4 17864 812 79.3%
5.5 17806 791 77.3%
5.6 17837 793 77.5%
5.7 17330 788 77.0%
5.8 17383 790 77.0%
5.9 14414 780 76.2%
5.10 14354 777 75.9%
5.11 13944 782 76.5%











































































































Lc: Collection Loss(PV-array losses)              0.48 kWh/kWp/day    
Ls: System Loss(inverter,..)                             0.09 kWh/kWp/day      
Yf: Produced useful energy (inverter output)  2.28 kWh/kWp/day        
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
PR: Performance Ratio/Yf/Yr): 0.799
Jan      Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep     Oct     Nov     Dec
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Jan      Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep     Oct     Nov     Dec
Lc: Collection Loss(PV-array losses)              0.48 kWh/kWp/day    
Ls: System Loss(inverter,..)                             0.09 kWh/kWp/day      
























Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
PR: Performance Ratio/Yf/Yr): 0.797
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Jan      Feb     Mar     Apr     May     Jun     Jul     Aug     Sep     Oct     Nov     Dec
Lc: Collection Loss(PV-array losses)              0.47 kWh/kWp/day    
Ls: System Loss(inverter,..)                             0.10 kWh/kWp/day      
Yf: Produced useful energy (inverter output)  2.23 kWh/kWp/day        
PR: Performance Ratio/Yf/Yr): 0.799
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
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5.1.2'String'Configuration'and'Cable'Sizing'In!order!to!correctly!calculate!the!electrical!mismatch!losses!caused!by!shading,!a!string!layout!must!be!made!that!says!where!on!the!roof!the!modules!are!located,!and!to!which!string!they!are!assigned.!!!Figure! 58! shows! the! string! configuration! for! system! 1.2.! As! the! shade! on! this! roof! was!distributed!because!of!the!ventilators,!the!string!design!was!made!in!order!to!limit!the!shading!from!each!ventilator!to!one!string.!!
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Cross%section[mm2] Array%Impp[A] Strings String%Impp[A] L[m] ρ[Ω%mm
2/m] PSTC[W] Cable%resistance[Ω] Ohmic%loss,%STC[W] Loss%at%STC[%]
1.5$mm2 66.20 8 8.28 90 0.0183 38 1.098 601 1.6%
2.5$mm2 66.20 8 8.28 90 0.0183 38 0.659 361 0.9%
4.0$mm2 66.20 8 8.28 90 0.0183 38 0.412 226 0.6%































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.1.3'Discussion''The!simulations!show!that!there!are!several!differences!in!the!performance!of!the!systems.!!!!In! table!32,! three! factors! that!had!a! significant! impact!on! the! system!performance!are! shown:!Efficiency! loss!due! to! irradiance! levels!different! from!STC,! efficiency! loss!due! to! temperatures!different!from!STC!and!inverter!losses.!!!The!module!performance,!and!particularly!module!performance!at!low!irradiance!levels!or!high!temperatures!vary!significantly!between!the!different!module!types.!The!REC!modules!show!the!best! performance! with! respect! to! low! irradiance! levels,! as! these! losses! are! simulated! to! be!1.70%.! The! Solar! Frontier! modules! have! the! best! performance! with! respect! to! changes! in!temperature,!and!a!2.20%!loss!due!to!elevated!temperatures!is!suggested!from!the!simulations.!!!Recall!from!the!irradiance!spectrum!shown!in!chapter!3!that!the!properties!of!sunlight!changes!through!the!atmosphere,!and!will!appear!different!at!different!times!of!the!day!and!year.!Hence!the! modules! that! are! able! to! absorb! and! utilize! irradiance! at! a! widest! possible! range! of!irradiance!frequencies!will!show!the!best!overall!performance!when!the!irradiance!levels!varies.!This!will!depend!on!both!the!material!properties!of!the!module!and!the!manufacturing!process.!!Thin! film! modules! are! recognized! for! their! good! performance! at! high! temperatures,! so! the!performance! of! the! Solar! Frontier! modules! are! somewhat! as! expected.! High! performance! in!elevated! operating! temperatures! requires! that! the! electric! field,! and! thus! the! voltage! in! the!module,! does! not! drop!when! the! temperature! increases.! This! is! again! affected! by! the!module!material!and!manufacturing!process.!
Cross%section[mm2] Array%Impp[A] Strings String%Impp[A] L[m] ρ[Ω%mm
2/m] PSTC[W] Cable%resistance[Ω] Ohmic%loss,%STC[W] Loss%at%STC[%]
1.5$mm2 149.00 18 8.28 82 0.0183 45 1.000 1234 2.7%
2.5$mm2 149.00 18 8.28 82 0.0183 45 0.600 740 1.6%
4.0$mm2 149.00 18 8.28 82 0.0183 45 0.375 463 1.0%







































































































































































































































































































Cross%section[mm2] Array%Impp[A] Strings String%Impp[A] L[m] ρ[Ω%mm
2/m] PSTC[W] Cable%resistance[Ω] Ohmic%loss,%STC[W] Loss%at%STC[%]
1.5$mm2 74.50 9 8.28 58 0.0183 22.5 0.708 436 1.9%
2.5$mm2 74.50 9 8.28 58 0.0183 22.5 0.425 262 1.2%
4.0$mm2 74.50 9 8.28 58 0.0183 22.5 0.265 164 0.7%
6.0$mm2 74.50 9 8.28 58 0.0183 22.5 0.177 109 0.5%
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!All! the! bestGperforming! systems! on! each! roof! consist! of! RECGmodules,! illustrating! the!importance!of!careful!selection!of!this!component!in!PV!system!design.!However,!the!selection!of!modules! for! a! PV! system! is! a! balance! between! performance! and! cost,! and! it! is! therefore! not!obvious!that!the!bestGperforming!module!will!be!the!best!choice!from!a!cost/benefit!perspective.!!The!average!yearly!PR!spans!from!75.9%!up!to!79.9%.!It!can!be!observed!in!table!32!that!there!is!a!close!correlation!between!the!specific!yield!and!the!PR,!and!between!the!module!losses!and!the!PR.!!Although!the!PR!and!specific!yield!for!the!systems!using!Solar!Frontier!modules!are!similar!to!those!of!the!other!systems,!the!yearly!yield!is!significantly!lower.!The!significantly!lower!STC!efficiency! for! thin! film!modules!means! that! less! electricity! will! be! produced! on! a! given! area,!although! the! performance! of! the! system! is! equal! to! those! of! crystalline! modules.! However,!modules!of!low!efficiency!can!be!an!issue!when!the!available!area!is!limited.!!Most!of!the!inverter!losses!could!usually!be!attributed!to!“regular”!inverter!efficiency!losses,!as!there!always!will!be!losses!in!the!DC/ACGconversion.!However,!in!some!cases!power!from!the!PV!array!could!also!be!lost!due!to!the!inverter!power!threshold,!or!when!the!array!power!is!larger!than! the! inverter! nominal! power.! ! Nevertheless,! the! 36! simulated! systems! in! general! have!limited!variations!in!average!inverter!losses,!as!all!the!inverters!used!have!high!efficiency!for!a!broad! input!range.!Two!of! the!bestGperforming!systems!on!each!roof!are!using!Eltek! inverters!while!the!bestGperforming!system!on!building!1!is!using!SMA!inverters.!!There!are!some!general!differences!in!the!amount!of!irradiation!received!on!each!roof.!As!shown!in!table!31,!the!systems!on!building!1!receive!more!irradiation!than!the!systems!on!buildings!3!and!5.!!This!is!also!in!accordance!with!known!theory,!as!building!1!has!a!tilt!angle!closer!to!the!optimum!tilt!angle!than!the!other!roofs.!The!higher!tilt!angle!also!causes!lower!annual!incidence!angle!losses,!as!the!modules!on!this!roof!to!a!lesser!extent!act!as!a!mirror!when!the!sun!is!low.!The!roof!on!building!1!also!has!the!lowest!yearly!irradiation!losses!due!to!shading,!!!As!previously!stated! in! the!shade!analysis,! the!shading! losses!on!buildings!3!and!5!are!mainly!caused!by!large!trees!located!south!of!these!buildings.!Trees!are!not!finite!sizes!and!their!impact!on! the! system! performance! is! hence! subject! to! uncertainties.! Although! the! irradiation! losses!caused!by!shading!are!significantly!lower!than!those!caused!by!soiling!and!low!incidence!angles,!the!irradiation!losses!are!only!one!part!of!the!shading!losses;!the!electrical!mismatch!losses!are!accounted!for!after!the!conversion.!!!The!seasonal!soiling! losses!suggested! in!chapter!4.7.6!gives!high!yearly!soiling! losses!between!7.4%!and!7.9%!for!all! the!simulated!systems.!The!uncertainties! in! the!assumptions!made!with!regards!to!the!soiling!loss!settings!will!be!further!discussed!in!the!sensitivity!analysis.!!The! detailed! simulation! results! for! system! 1.2! are! shown! in! figures! 52! and! 53.! Some! of! the!losses,! like!module!quality! loss! and!mismatch! loss,! are!determined!by! the!predefined! settings!and!therefore!expected.!!!The!module!quality!loss!actually!has!a!negative!sign,!indicating!that!it!is!actually!a!power!gain!of!0.7%!rather! than!a!power! loss.!The! sign! can!be!explained!by! the!modules!positive! tolerances.!That!is,!a!250!Wp!module!will!never!have!a!rating!lower!than!250!Wp,!although!some!modules!will!have!ratings!above!250!Wp.!This!gain!is!offset!by!the!mismatch!between!such!modules,!as!the!weakest!module!always!will!limit!the!power!delivered!from!a!string.!!The!ohmic!losses!are!significantly!lower!than!the!preGset!values!of!1.0%!and!0.8%!on!the!DCGside!and!ACGside!respectively.!The!loss!limits!are!defined!for!STC!conditions,!and!for!larger!parts!of!the!year!the!current!in!the!cables!will!be!lower!than!at!these!conditions.!Since!the!cabling!losses!are!proportional!to!the!squared!current!value,!these!results!are!thus!as!expected.!!
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The!monthly!average!system!PR!for!all!systems!is!at!its!lowest!in!January!and!February,!and!is!also!lower!in!March!and!December!than!for!the!rest!of!the!year.!The!low!PR!in!these!months!can!be!directly!attributed!to!the!seasonal!soiling!losses,!and!the!large!fraction!of!collection!losses!in!these!months!is!shown!in!figures!53,!55!and!57.!!!The!highest!average!system!PR!is!observed!to!occur!in!April!and!September.!In!these!months!the!average!temperatures!are!relatively!low,!there!are!no!snow!on!the!modules!and!the!sun!path!is!high!enough!to!prevent!significant!incidenceG!and!low!irradiance!losses.!The!slightly!reduced!PR!during! the! summer! months! is! most! likely! caused! by! an! increase! in! operating! temperatures,!which!in!turn!reduces!module!efficiency.!!The!systems!3.2!and!5.2!show!many!similarities!with!system!1.2!with!respect!to!system!losses!and!PR.!Nevertheless,!two!differences!can!be!observed.!!!Firstly,! by! comparing! the! electrical! losses! due! to! shading! for! the! three! systems,! it! can! be!observed! that! the!electrical! losses!are!highest! for!system!1.2,!although! the!shading! irradiation!losses!are!lower!than!for!systems!3.2!and!5.2.!!Although!the!ventilators!on!the!roof!of!building!1!are!relatively!small,!their!shadows!are!distributed!over!different!parts!of!the!roof,!and!the!output!from! different! strings! is! therefore! reduced.! The! shading! from! the! ventilators! will! be! present!more!or!less!yearGround,!while!the!shading!on!buildings!3!and!5!are!seasonal!and!mainly!occurs!during! winter,! when! irradiance! levels! are! low.! Thus! the! amount! of! shading! on! a! roof! is! not!necessarily! the!most! important! for! the!system!PR,! the!distribution!on!the!roof!and!the! time!of!occurrence!can!turn!out!to!be!just!as!important.!!!!Secondly,!the!PR!of!system!1.2!is!significantly!higher!in!November!than!for!systems!3.2!and!5.2!during!the!same!month.!The!shading!in!this!month!rapidly!becomes!more!severe!on!building!3!and!5!as!the!sun!path!is!lowered,!which!could!provide!an!explanation!to!these!differences.!Also,!the!incidence!losses!will!become!more!significant!for!these!buildings!due!to!their!lower!roof!tilt!angle.!!!
5.2'Sensitivity'Analysis'G'Irradiation'Data'















1.2 31594 79.9% 31382 80.9% ,0.7% 36205 81.0% 14.6%
1.7 30716 77.5% 30446 78.5% ,0.9% 35186 78.8% 14.6%
1.9 27893 77.2% 27689 78.3% ,0.7% 32081 78.7% 15.0%
Building(3
3.2 36696 79.7% 36296 80.5% ,1.1% 41939 81.0% 14.3%
3.6 35702 77.5% 35229 78.1% ,1.3% 40767 78.7% 14.2%
3.12 28081 77.0% 27764 77.8% ,1.1% 32175 78.5% 14.6%
Building(5
5.2 18318 79.6% 18168 80.6% ,0.8% 20951 80.9% 14.4%
5.6 17837 77.5% 17633 78.2% ,1.1% 20365 78.7% 14.2%



























































































1.2 31594 79.9% 33603 84.8% 6.4% 34266 86.4% 8.5% 34563 87.2% 9.4%
1.7 30716 77.5% 32651 82.4% 6.3% 33305 84.0% 8.4% 33632 84.8% 9.5%
1.9 27893 77.2% 29642 82.0% 6.3% 30249 83.7% 8.4% 30551 84.5% 9.5%
Building(3
3.2 36696 79.7% 38612 83.8% 5.2% 39369 85.5% 7.3% 39746 86.3% 8.3%
3.6 35702 77.5% 37531 81.5% 5.1% 38242 83.0% 7.1% 38649 83.9% 8.3%
3.12 28081 77.0% 29578 81.1% 5.3% 30177 82.7% 7.5% 30476 83.6% 8.5%
Building(5
5.2 18318 79.6% 19357 84.1% 5.7% 19720 85.6% 7.7% 19891 86.4% 8.6%
5.6 17837 77.5% 18832 81.8% 5.6% 19208 83.4% 7.7% 19395 84.2% 8.7%
5.9 14414 76.2% 15272 80.8% 6.0% 15557 82.3% 7.9% 15699 83.0% 8.9%
'''''Main'simulations Yearly'soiling'losses'C'3.0% Yearly'soiling'losses'C'1.0% No'soiling'losses
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!Figure! 62! shows! the! simulated!monthly! production! from! system! 3.2! for! different! soiling! loss!settings.!
!
Figure'62:'Monthly'simulated'production'for'system'3.2'for'different'soiling'loss'values.'

























































year!or!practically!nonGexistent.!As!this!is!not!a!particularly!dry!climate,!rainfall!will!contribute!to!a!reduction!in!the!soiling!losses.!!!A! total! of! 15! ventilators! are! located! on! building! 1.! The! main! purpose! of! these! is! to! remove!exhaust!gas!from!the!gasGfired!heating!system!in!the!building.!However,!as!this!system!is!located!inside! the! room! where! several! thousand! chickens! are! also! present,! dust! and! particles! will!inevitably!be!present!in!the!exhaust.! !The!farmer!has!also!observed!such!dust!collecting!on!the!roof!of!building!1!and!the!risk!of!soiling!losses!on!this!roof!is!therefore!higher!than!on!the!other!roofs.!
5.4'Sensitivity'Analysis'–'Module'UGvalue'
5.4.1'Simulation'Results'Table!38! shows! the! system!performance! for!different! systems!when!different!module!UGvalue!settings!were! used! in! the! simulations.! All! other! system! parameters!were! kept! equal! to! those!used!in!the!main!simulations.!The!module!temperature!loss!parameter!is!also!included!in!table!39.!!
Table'38:'System'performance'for'different'module'U7value'simulation'settings.'






















1.2 31594 79.9% 2.6% 30761 77.6% 5.2% ,2.6% 32196 81.2% 0.3% 1.9%
1.7 30716 77.5% 3.1% 29728 75.0% 6.1% ,3.2% 31430 79.3% 0.4% 2.3%
1.9 27893 77.2% 2.2% 27280 75.5% 4.2% ,2.2% 28409 78.6% 0.2% 1.8%
Building(3
3.2 36696 79.7% 2.5% 35749 77.6% 5.0% ,2.6% 37521 81.5% 0.2% 2.2%
3.6 35702 77.5% 2.9% 34574 75.1% 5.8% ,3.2% 36641 79.6% 0.2% 2.6%
3.12 28081 77.0% 2.0% 27489 75.4% 4.1% ,2.1% 28630 78.5% 0.1% 2.0%
Building(5
5.2 18318 79.6% 2.5% 17884 77.7% 5.0% ,2.4% 18572 80.7% 0.2% 1.4%
5.6 17837 77.5% 2.9% 17295 75.1% 5.8% ,3.0% 18186 79.0% 0.2% 2.0%

















































































January 154 0.8% 128 0.6% 73 0.4% 355 1.8%
February 409 2.4% 429 2.5% 227 1.3% 1-065 6.3%
March 2-192 18.2% 2-512 20.8% 1-242 10.3% 5-946 49.3%
April 3-842 27.0% 4-496 31.6% 2-237 15.7% 10-576 74.4%
May 5-108 38.5% 6-079 45.9% 3-004 22.7% 14-192 107.1%
June 4-986 97.9% 5-961 117.1% 2-945 57.8% 13-894 272.9%
July 4-960 99.2% 5-944 118.9% 2-955 59.1% 13-861 277.2%
August 4-295 73.7% 5-051 86.6% 2-511 43.1% 11-859 203.4%
September 3-131 18.6% 3-586 21.3% 1-782 10.6% 8-499 50.6%
October 1-623 7.4% 1-784 8.1% 906 4.1% 4-313 19.6%
November 655 3.4% 532 2.7% 328 1.7% 1-515 7.8%
December 240 1.1% 193 0.9% 107 0.5% 540 2.4%



































































5.6.1'NPV'and'LCOE'Calcuations'Table! 40! shows! the! results! from! the! calculation! of! NPV! and! LCOE! for! three! of! the! bestGperforming! systems! simulated! on! building! 1.! Numbers! in! parenthesis! are! negative.! For! NPV!calculations,! it!was!assumed!from!the!comparison!of!production!and!consumption!that!20%!of!the!produced!electricity!would!be!exported,!while!the!rest!would!be!consumed!on!the!farm.!!
Table'40:'LCOE'and'NPV'calculations'for'three'of'the'systems'on'building'1.'
!!Table!41!shows!the!results! from!the!calculations!of!LCOE!and!NPV!for!three!of! the!systems!on!building! 3.! For! the!NPV! calculations,! it!was! assumed! from! the! comparison! of! production! and!consumption!that!25%!of!the!electricity!would!be!exported!and!the!rest!consumed!on!the!farm.!!
Table'41:LCOE'and'NPV'calculations'for'three'of'the'systems'on'building'3.'
!!Table! 42! shows! the! results! from! the! LCOE! and! NPV! calculations! for! three! of! the! systems! on!building! 5.! For! the!NPV! calculations,! it!was! assumed! from! the! comparison! of! production! and!consumption!that!10%!of!the!produced!electricity!was!exported!and!the!rest!consumed!on!the!farm.!!
Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp
Modules 250+800 6+600 246+240 6+480 220+500 6+373
Inverter 62+000 1+632 62+000 1+632 62+000 1+792
Mounting+system 60+000 1+579 60+000 1+579 60+000 1+734
Cable 32+000 842 32+000 842 32+000 925
Other+BoS 10+000 263 10+000 263 10+000 289
Labour 112+500 2+961 112+500 2+961 112+500 3+251



















Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp
297/000 6/600 291/600 6/480 226/800 6/371
70/200 1/560 70/200 1/560 60/300 1/694
70/000 1/556 70/000 1/556 60/000 1/685
48/000 1/067 48/000 1/067 32/000 899
10/000 222 10/000 222 10/000 281
112/500 2/500 112/500 2/500 112/500 3/160
























Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp Cost[NOK] NOK/kWp
148/500 6/600 145/800 6/480 117/600 6/357
36/000 1/600 36/000 1/600 38/000 2/054
40/000 1/778 40/000 1/778 40/000 2/162
18/000 800 18/000 800 18/000 973
10/000 444 10/000 444 10/000 541
67/500 3/000 67/500 3/000 67/500 3/649





























Meteoset C Meteoset B
Maintenace cost None 0.06 NOK/kWh
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5.6.2'Discussion'The!economical!evaluation!shows!that! the!NPV!is!negative! for!all!systems,!and!that! the!NPV!is!negative!for!system!3.2!when!including!a!40%!support!scheme.!!The!lowest!LCOE!is!calculated!to!1.47!NOK/kWh!for!system!3.2.!The!LCOE!is!similar!for!many!of!the! systems,! as! the! module! costs! seem! to! be! somewhat! levelled! according! to! their! expected!yield.!It!should!however!be!mentioned!that!the!module!prices!used!come!from!different!sources,!and!both!Suntech!and!Solar!Frontier!prices!are!from!foreign!sources.!The!price!in!the!Norwegian!market! could! therefore! be! different! depending! on! taxes! and! transportation! costs.! The! REC!modules!gave!a!higher!yearly!yield!in!the!simulations,!and!are!also!the!most!expensive.!!!The!module!cost!account!for!almost!half!of!the!total!system!cost,!and!the!price!development!on!PV!modules!will!be!important!for!the!future!of!these!systems!in!Norway.!The!labour!cost!is!also!an!important!factor.!Here!it!is!assumed!that!the!time!spent!on!each!roof!is!independent!on!which!system!is!installed.!The!assumption!disfavours!the!Solar!Frontier!modules!as!they!have!a!lower!power!rating,!and!therefore!an!increased!labour!cost!in!NOK/kWp.!!Practically! all! assumptions! used! in! the! economical! evaluation! are! highly! debatable.!As! for! the!component! prices,! these! could! change! rapidly,! and! will! also! depend! on! volumes! and! market!competition.! ! BoSGcomponents! are! often! sold! as! complete! systems,! and! there! is! hence! limited!data!showing! the!exact!distribution!of! costs!between! the!different!components,!particularly! in!the!Norwegian!market.!!The!labour!costs!are!estimated!from!an!assumed!amount!of!hours!necessary!in!order!to!mount!the!systems.! It! is! likely!that!the!farmer!would!be!able!to!reduce!this!cost!by!doing!parts!of! the!mounting! job,!or!by!assisting! in! the!construction!process.! !This!would! in! turn! lower!the!LCOE.!The!prices!on!modules!and!BoS!components!have!been!steadily!dropping!in!recent!years,!and!a!continuation!of!this!trend!will!increase!the!competitiveness!of!PV!also!in!Norway.!!!As! for! the!NPV!estimations,! these! are!highly!dependent!on! future! electricity!prices,! certificate!prices! and! utility! costs.! Particularly! the! utility! costs! become! very! low! with! the! assumptions!made! here,! and! it! could! be! argued! that! the! construction! of! a! PVGsystem! could! also! lower! the!monthly!peak!power,!and!hence!reduce!the!utility!cost!even!further.!!Such!an!assumption!would!require! a! scenario!where! the!peak!power!was! concentrated! around!daytime,!which! is!not! the!case!for!this!farm.!!!!Most!households! in!Norway!have!a!utility!price!distribution!were! the!energy! tariff! is!between!0.30!NOK/kWh!and!0.40!NOK/kWh,!and!such!an!arrangement!would!clearly!improve!the!NPV!of!these! systems.! Nevertheless,! such! an! arrangement! would! cause! an! increase! in! the! farmer´s!overall!utility!cost.!!Figure!65!shows!how!a!change!in!one!of!the!assumptions!made!in!the!calculations!could!affect!the!calculated!LCOE.!Changes!in!the!investment!cost!of!the!system!will!have!a!large!influence!on!the!LCOE,!as!will!the!selected!discount!rate.!As!previously!mentioned,!the!investment!cost!could!be! reduced! by! doing! some! of! the! construction!work,! although! the! limited! competition! in! the!Norwegian!market!could!also!cause!a!investment!cost!higher!than!estimated.!!In!the!base!case,!a!discount!rate!of!6%!was!assumed.!However,!some!would!argue!that!this!is!to!low!for!a!longGterm!investment!where!the!value!of!electricity!is!highly!uncertain.!Others!would!claim!that!the!current!low!riskGfree!rate!of!return!makes!4%!an!acceptable!discount!rate.!!Maintenance!costs!are!assumed!to!be!equal!at!0.04!NOK/kWhfor!each!year,!except! for!year!12!when!a! replacement!of! inverters! is! expected.!However,!maintenance!costs!are!not! likely! to!be!constant!for!each!year,!and!should!be!limited!during!the!first!years!of!operation.!!Furthermore,!
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increased!quality!of!inverters!could!also!mean!that!replacement!of!inverters!will!be!unnecessary,!or!could!be!done!later!than!expected.!The!sensitivity!analysis!therefore!shows!a!bestGcase!where!no! maintenance! costs! and! no! inverter! replacement! is! assumed,! and! a! worstGcase! where! the!maintenance!cost!is!0.06!NOK/kWh!and!the!inverters!are!replaced!in!year!12.!!The! degradation! rate! is! set! a! 0.50%,! which! is! mainly! linked! to! an! assumed! reduction! in! the!performance!of!the!modules.!As!a!large!fraction!of!the!PV!systems!existing!today!is!less!than!ten!years!old,!there!are!limited!data!available!about!how!the!performance!of!PV!systems!develops!in!time,!and!this!value!is!therefore!also!highly!uncertain.!!!The!sensitivities!regarding!system!performance!like!meteorology,!soiling!losses!and!the!module!UGvalue!has!already!been!discussed,!and!these!factors!also!have!an!influence!on!the!sensitivity!of!the! LCOE! calculations.! Particularly! the! differences! in! irradiation! data! stand! out! as! a! large!uncertainty!concerning!the!system!yield.!It!could!be!argued!that!the!irradiation!values!could!also!become!significantly! lower! than!assumed,!and!soiling! losses!significantly!higher.!However,! the!settings!used! in! the!simulations!are!conservative!when!comparing! them!to!collected!data.!The!LCOE! estimation! can! thus! be! considered! to! be! a! conservative! estimate! with! respect! to! the!technical!performance!of!the!system.!!
'
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6.'Conclusion'There!are! large!uncertainties!related!to!the!solar!resource!at! the!site!considered! in!this! thesis.!The! different! sources! consulted! suggest! that! the! global! irradiation! on! the! horizontal! plane! is!between!861!kWh/m2!and!1005!kWh/m2!at!this!site.!!!!The! combined! maximum! array! power! of! the! bestGperforming! system! from! each! of! the! three!roofs!are!105.5!kWp,!which!would!give!a!yearly!yield!of!86!607!kWh,!and!an!average! specific!yield! of! 821! kWh/kWp.! However,! the! yearly! system! yield! is! sensitive! to! uncertainties! in!irradiation!data,!soiling!losses!caused!by!snow!and!particles,!and!the!module!UGvalue.!!!Different!systems!have!been!suggested!for!the!three!largest!roofs!on!the!Roer!farm.!All!the!bestGperforming!systems!consist!of!REC!modules.!Two!of!the!systems!include!Eltek!Valere!inverters,!while!one!system!includes!SMA!inverters.!!!The!production!is!concentrated!around!the!spring!and!summer!months,!while!the!consumption!is!largest!during!fall!and!winter.!The!farm!is!expected!to!export!electricity!for!some!times!of!the!year,!even!if!only!one!of!the!suggested!systems!is!constructed.!The!farmer!would!then!become!a!surplus!customer,!as!the!farm!would!remain!a!netGconsumer!of!electricity!when!considering!the!entire!year.!!The!NPV!is!negative!for!all!the!suggested!systems,!also!when!a!possible!40%!investment!support!was! considered.! The! lowest! calculated! LCOE! was! 1.47! NOK/kWh,! although! this! number! is!uncertain!and!sensitive!to!the!assumptions!made!in!the!calculations.!
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7.'Further'Work'This! thesis! is! a! feasibility! study,! and! some! details! with! respect! to! PV! system! design! is! not!included!here.!If!any!of!the!systems!suggested!in!this!thesis!were!to!be!built,!further!work!would!be!necessary!with!respect!to!mechanical!dimensioning!of!the!mounting!system,!as!well!electrical!dimensioning! of! an! earthing! system,! in! order! to! prevent! damage! to! the! equipment! in! case! of!lightning!strikes.!!!Also,!the!amount!of!modules!and!inverters!used!in!the!simulations!are!highly!limited!compared!to! the!amount!available!on! the!market! today,!and!other!systems!should!also!be!evaluated!and!compared!with!respect!to!system!yield!and!cost.!!The! thesis! has! shown! that! there! are! uncertainties! related! to! several! of! the! key! factors!influencing! system! performance,! particularly! with! respect! to! irradiation! data! and! snow!shedding.!No!literature!has!been!found!that!addresses!these!issues!in!Scandinavia,!and!it!would!be!interesting!to!learn!more!about!why!different!data!sources!provide!such!different!results!with!respect!to!irradiation!data.!With!respect!to!the!influence!of!snow!cover,!a!data!collection!process!from!PV!systems! installed! in!Norway!and!Sweden!combined!with!weather!data! from! the! sites!could!provide!useful!information!about!this!issue.!!Also,! the!uncertainties! in! the!economical!estimations!done!here!could!be! further!addressed!by!collecting!more! information! from!a! larger!number!of!market!actors.!As! the!Norwegian!market!structure!gives!an!incentive!to!consume!the!produced!electricity!locally,!it!could!be!interesting!to!evaluate!the!possibility!of!adapting!the!consumption!to!the!production!from!the!PV!system.!!Such!an!adaption!could!improve!the!economics!of!a!PV!system!installation!in!Norway,!and!bring!the!project!closer!to!a!positive!NPV.!!!Finally,!a!roll!out!of!PV!systems!in!Norway!of!scale!could!have!both!positive!and!negative!effects!from!a!power!system!point!of!view,! i.e.! related!to!possible!reduced!marginal! losses! in! the!grid!and!the!effect!of!a!roll!out!on!voltage!quality!and!grid!stability.!An!assessment!of!these!could!also!be!an!interesting!continuation!of!this!thesis.!!!!!!!
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Appendix'A:'Meteorological'Data'Meteorological! data! were! collected! from! four! different! weather! stations! and! four! different!databases.! As! it! was! considered! unpractical! to! present! all! the! data! collected! in! the! thesis,!additional! information! about! the! meteorological! data! is! shown! in! this! appendix.! Figure! A.1!shows!the!location!of!the!farm!and!the!local!weather!stations!consulted!in!the!thesis.!!
!




Table'A1:'Average'global'irradiation'measurements'collected'from'three'weather'stations.'Table! A.2! shows! the! average! global! irradiance! measurements! collected! from! four! different!databases.!The!databases!do!not!necessarily!provide!the!irradiation!data!in!the!unit!shown!in!the!table,!some!databases!also!use!Wh/m2/day.!In!these!cases,!the!numbers!have!been!multiplied!by!the!number!of!days!in!order!to!get!values!with!the!same!unit.!!
!
Table'A'2:'Global'irradiation'values'collected'from'four'different'weather'stations.'!Tabele! A.3! shows! the! input! data! in! Meteoset! B,! which! was! used! in! the! sensitivity! analysis.!Meteoset!B!consists!of!irradiance!data!from!PVGIS,!and!!!
UMB Bioforsk*+*Ås Bioforsk*+*Øsaker
Global[kWh/m2] Global*[kWh/m2] Global*[kWh/m2]
January 9.9 11.5 10.3
February 25.9 26.8 24.2
March 64.7 73.3 72.2
April 95.5 110.4 112.5
May 146.5 155.7 156.7
June 151.9 173.3 174.4
July 150.9 155.5 153.3
August 115.3 121.9 121.8
September 71.6 79.1 78.1
October 32.1 38.3 37.2
November 11.1 12.8 11.6
December 5.8 7.2 7.1
Sum 881 966 959
RETScreen Satel,Light PVGIS Meteonorm
Global[kWh/m2] Global[kWh/m2] Global[kWh/m2] Global[kWh/m2]
January 12.1 10.3 8.6 9.0
February 30.5 28.4 22.9 23.0
March 71.6 69.9 54.6 68.0
April 111.0 98.9 96.0 117.0
May 164.9 156.6 141.7 162.0
June 166.2 152.4 156.0 174.0
July 170.8 170.9 149.4 169.0
August 131.1 133.5 111.6 118.0
September 82.8 79.6 68.7 82.0
October 40.3 36.6 32.9 36.0
November 16.2 12.5 12.3 11.0
December 7.4 7.2 6.3 5.0






Global&[kWh/m2] Diffuse[kWh/m2] T[oC] Wind&speed[m/s]
January 8.6 6.6 $4.1 3.5
February 22.9 15.8 $4.2 3.2
March 54.6 34.3 $0.4 3.6
April 96.0 53.1 4.2 3.8
May 141.7 68.0 10.3 3.9
June 156.0 74.1 14.7 4.1
July 149.4 76.5 15.9 3.9
August 111.6 61.6 14.9 3.6
September 68.7 38.6 10.8 3.7
October 32.9 22.3 6.8 3.7
November 12.3 9.0 1.2 3.6
December 6.3 5.1 $2.5 3.5
Global&[kWh/m2] Diffuse[kWh/m2] T[oC] Wind&speed[m/s]
January 9.0 6.0 %4.1 3.5
February 23.0 14.0 %4.2 3.2
March 68.0 33.0 %0.4 3.6
April 117.0 49.0 4.2 3.8
May 162.0 69.0 10.3 3.9
June 174.0 76.0 14.7 4.1
July 169.0 79.0 15.9 3.9
August 118.0 61.0 14.9 3.6
September 82.0 45.0 10.8 3.7
October 36.0 21.0 6.8 3.7
November 11.0 8.0 1.2 3.6









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table'A6:'Monthly'global'irradiation'values'collected'from'Bioforsk'Ås(200372012).'!Table!A.7! shows! the!monthly! irradiation!data! collected! from! the!Bioforsk!Agromet! service! for!Øsaker.!!
!
Table'A7:'Monthly'global'irradiation'values'collect'from'Bioforsk'Øsaker(200572012).'Table!A.8!shows!the!minimum!temperature!observed!at!Rygge!for!each!month!during!the!years!between! 1961! and! 1990,! while! table! A.9! shows! the!maximum! observed! temperature! for! the!same!time!period.!The!data!is!collected!from!MET´s!online!service!eKlima.!!!
Global,'Bioforsk'Ås
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average[MJ/m2] Average[kWh/m2]
January 47.1 29.9 40.5 38.6 40.9 36.3 36.1 48.4 56.6 39.3 41.4 11.5
February 106.7 129.2 103.6 107.4 93.3 107.2 99.4 108.6 110 107.3 29.8
March 260.7 287 289.8 301.1 236.6 231 243.6 288.6 292.2 270.1 75.0
April 438.3 362.9 443.3 348.2 411.2 343 415.2 416.4 463 334.5 397.6 110.4
May 460.9 616.9 500.4 547.9 507.1 622.6 609 552.5 571.6 617.9 560.7 155.7
June 615.4 600.4 619.9 676.1 622.9 659.5 685.9 639.1 554.2 563.9 623.7 173.3
July 613.1 577.7 586.1 674.4 462.2 656.3 477.7 539.5 521.6 490.7 559.9 155.5
August 517 459.7 456 440 460.8 347.9 430.2 401.5 420.6 452.9 438.7 121.9
September 284.9 292.8 285.5 288.3 296.1 229.3 305.6 308 259.2 297.5 284.7 79.1
October 190.3 111 127.5 98.5 160.9 137.6 155.9 134.4 129.6 133.2 137.9 38.3
November 37.5 60.3 42.2 58.3 54.4 57.2 23.8 57.9 32.5 34.9 45.9 12.8
December 24.6 24.1 23 26.8 24.9 14 26 38.5 28.9 29.7 26.1 7.2
970.5
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average[MJ/m2] Average[kWh/m2]
January 38 32.9 31.3 35.2 32.1 43.8 47.5 35.5 37.0 10.3
February 98.3 96.1 50.9 82.4 63.5 90.5 106.2 107.9 87.0 24.2
March 297.7 300 244.6 217.3 223.2 236.2 270.6 290.2 260.0 72.2
April 423.6 348.5 468.9 356.6 428.2 418.3 454.8 340.6 404.9 112.5
May 492.6 541.4 480.5 627.2 617.7 562.1 571.9 618.6 564.0 156.7
June 605.5 662 611.5 673.1 682.5 655.8 594.9 537 627.8 174.4
July 602.3 668.6 442.8 661.7 486.3 528.9 517.6 506.5 551.8 153.3
August 439.7 467.3 445.7 407.7 439.8 422.8 437.1 449.1 438.7 121.8
September 289.3 294.3 286.8 235.1 299.6 308.2 252.2 283.3 281.1 78.1
October 140.3 97.7 147 137.4 154.3 131.6 129.8 132.2 133.8 37.2
November 41.9 52.5 44.8 55.5 23 52.4 33.2 32.2 41.9 11.6
December 24.2 23.7 13.9 18.4 26.9 40.1 25.2 31.2 25.5 7.1







Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Mean
1961 H22,1 H17,6 H5,7 H8,6 H0,4 6,7 7,0 4,5 2,0 1,1 H8,8 H19,4 % H5,1
1962 H21,0 H13,6 H28,4 H4,4 H1,6 0,1 5,6 5,0 0,0 H3,6 H11,5 H20,4 % H7,8
1963 H24,6 H29,1 H22,0 H8,0 2,4 7,5 4,1 6,0 H1,6 H3,0 H8,2 H19,1 % H8,0
1964 H18,1 H21,4 H11,2 H7,5 0,0 0,6 5,4 3,9 H1,0 H4,6 H4,9 H18,2 % H6,4
1965 H17,4 H14,9 H21,2 H4,1 H1,5 4,9 5,0 3,4 1,3 H2,0 H19,5 H24,4 % H7,5
1966 H25,4 H30,8 H16,5 H11,3 H1,1 3,3 7,6 4,2 H3,9 H6,0 H5,7 H16,5 % H8,5
1967 H22,5 H17,8 H4,9 H6,1 H1,5 3,1 5,2 5,6 2,0 H3,1 H2,6 H22,6 % H5,4
1968 H27,2 H21,4 H14,9 H9,5 H1,7 3,9 5,4 4,1 H4,5 H6,5 H15,1 H18,4 % H8,8
1969 H20,8 H25,7 H20,3 H3,9 H0,1 0,3 7,4 5,6 0,6 H4,7 H19,2 H17,3 % H8,2
1970 H21,0 H28,5 H14,9 H9,8 H0,6 4,9 6,3 5,7 H3,4 H5,0 H13,0 H14,1 % H7,8
1971 H20,2 H19,0 H19,6 H5,1 H4,4 2,7 3,9 3,2 H2,0 H7,5 H14,8 H12,2 % H7,9
1972 H17,0 H13,0 H18,9 H3,9 H0,6 5,0 8,5 3,4 H3,4 H5,6 H12,2 H7,5 % H5,4
1973 H11,7 H10,7 H8,0 H5,9 H1,4 2,4 8,2 1,8 0,6 H9,3 H18,7 H20,6 % H6,1
1974 H7,6 H14,4 H9,6 H7,9 H3,0 2,0 5,7 5,0 3,3 H3,5 H7,8 H11,6 % H4,1
1975 H12,0 H17,9 H9,3 H5,6 H1,0 H0,3 7,5 6,9 1,8 H8,4 H9,2 H18,0 % H5,5
1976 H17,4 H15,9 H15,0 H4,4 H2,5 6,0 7,8 5,2 H0,7 H3,7 H10,5 H22,3 % H6,1
1977 H23,9 H23,6 H15,1 H8,2 H0,3 4,8 5,7 3,7 H2,1 H1,1 H12,6 H10,6 % H6,9
1978 H14,5 H26,0 H23,6 H5,6 H3,6 5,8 6,2 0,7 H2,1 H2,2 H12,0 H22,2 % H8,3
1979 H23,9 H25,1 H20,8 H5,4 H0,9 6,3 3,6 4,1 H3,0 H5,1 H7,0 H16,7 % H7,8
1980 H25,1 H25,5 H21,7 H6,5 H0,5 5,5 8,0 4,1 1,0 H9,7 H12,5 H14,4 % H8,1
1981 H17,0 H19,3 H17,1 H6,0 H4,9 1,4 7,9 2,4 3,4 H4,5 H6,4 H24,0 % H7,0
1982 H27,5 H17,6 H9,9 H3,5 0,4 4,0 7,0 4,0 0,5 H3,2 H6,4 H11,6 % H5,3
1983 H11,5 H17,2 H15,0 H3,2 0,4 3,6 4,7 5,0 H2,6 H4,9 H15,4 H15,7 % H6,0
1984 H18,0 H14,2 H12,4 H6,9 H2,1 5,2 7,0 6,5 0,1 H2,0 H6,5 H7,0 % H4,2
1985 H22,8 H31,5 H10,3 H11,6 H0,3 5,5 7,4 3,5 H3,0 H4,8 H15,3 H22,0 % H8,8
1986 H25,1 H27,2 H18,2 H7,2 0,8 5,2 6,5 2,9 H3,0 H5,5 H6,2 H15,6 % H7,7
1987 H27,7 H22,0 H23,3 H5,2 H0,4 3,7 4,3 2,7 H1,9 H2,6 H10,8 H16,3 % H8,3
1988 H10,2 H13,3 H14,9 H6,7 H1,6 4,2 7,9 5,1 3,1 H9,1 H17,2 H17,9 % H5,9
1989 H7,3 H6,3 H6,7 H7,4 H0,6 0,6 4,6 2,5 H0,7 H5,0 H11,4 H18,7 % H4,7
1990 H7,8 H4,1 H4,9 H8,2 0,0 6,0 6,5 3,5 H5,1 H5,5 H12,0 H15,0 % H3,9
Number%of 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 % %
Minimum H27,7 H31,5 H28,4 H11,6 H4,9 H0,3 3,6 0,7 H5,1 H9,7 H19,5 H24,4 % %
Year 1987 1985 1962 1985 1981 1975 1979 1978 1990 1980 1965 1965 % %
Highest H7,3 H4,1 H4,9 H3,2 2,4 7,5 8,5 6,9 3,4 1,1 H2,6 H7,0 % %
Year 1989 1990 1967 1983 1963 1963 1972 1975 1981 1961 1967 1984 % %
Total % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
Mean H18,9 H19,5 H15,1 H6,6 H1,1 3,8 6,3 4,1 H0,8 H4,7 H11,1 H17,0 % %
17150%RYGGE,%Maximum%temperature%(TAX)
Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total Mean
1961 6,5 9,5 14,2 19,7 23,5 26,2 24,2 21,6 20,1 16,6 11,7 2,7 % 16,4
1962 5,7 8,0 4,5 15,5 16,7 22,8 22,9 22,3 18,9 17,8 9,0 6,1 % 14,2
1963 2,1 2,3 8,0 15,5 25,3 26,6 25,8 23,5 19,6 14,0 8,5 6,0 % 14,8
1964 6,2 10,2 11,0 17,2 24,0 27,6 24,5 25,5 20,3 14,9 9,3 8,9 % 16,6
1965 5,5 9,8 13,8 17,6 17,9 24,6 26,0 22,4 20,8 16,0 10,8 1,2 % 15,5
1966 3,5 1,7 9,0 13,5 20,0 30,6 28,9 23,2 20,6 13,7 9,4 8,0 % 15,2
1967 6,5 7,6 14,6 15,0 24,5 24,3 24,5 24,4 21,3 15,4 11,7 10,9 % 16,7
1968 6,5 4,3 11,9 18,8 21,6 26,0 25,7 27,0 25,0 14,4 7,1 2,8 % 15,9
1969 2,5 2,9 7,5 14,4 21,2 28,8 28,7 29,3 22,0 17,3 12,0 5,7 % 16,0
1970 0,6 N1,1 8,0 11,0 22,5 31,0 26,6 24,7 19,0 14,9 8,9 8,5 % 14,6
1971 6,5 9,3 8,2 14,7 25,7 26,6 28,6 25,0 22,0 20,0 13,4 11,0 % 17,6
1972 2,9 1,6 10,8 14,6 21,5 26,3 28,7 22,6 23,8 19,3 11,0 8,8 % 16,0
1973 11,1 10,2 13,5 16,0 22,4 26,0 29,8 24,0 22,4 19,6 12,0 6,8 % 17,8
1974 6,8 7,0 14,8 19,1 21,0 27,2 23,0 23,6 24,7 12,4 9,2 7,3 % 16,3
1975 11,1 5,8 9,9 15,7 24,5 27,4 27,4 33,2 22,4 15,4 11,3 12,1 % 18,0
1976 8,0 12,8 9,2 14,6 23,5 25,0 27,8 28,6 20,6 15,4 8,9 5,0 % 16,6
1977 4,8 1,9 7,0 14,1 25,9 30,0 30,4 25,6 19,2 16,1 11,2 6,3 % 16,0
1978 5,6 3,5 9,5 15,4 26,3 26,0 28,5 29,7 17,5 16,7 14,7 3,3 % 16,4
1979 5,1 6,7 6,3 16,2 26,9 28,4 23,6 25,8 19,8 13,1 9,8 9,4 % 15,9
1980 2,6 5,5 7,0 17,6 25,9 26,6 27,6 24,6 18,7 15,6 10,0 8,0 % 15,8
1981 10,2 8,1 13,2 18,1 26,2 22,3 26,0 23,0 20,0 14,5 10,7 7,1 % 16,6
1982 3,0 3,0 13,3 14,6 21,0 27,0 29,2 34,2 20,6 13,6 11,4 6,8 % 16,5
1983 9,5 3,1 9,6 16,5 18,6 27,8 30,1 27,3 22,7 16,6 14,0 8,4 % 17,0
1984 8,4 5,2 8,5 21,0 25,0 25,5 24,6 25,5 17,6 14,6 11,5 8,1 % 16,3
1985 0,2 2,6 6,6 12,5 23,9 24,4 25,9 24,4 18,1 18,9 9,0 7,0 % 14,5
1986 2,5 1,6 7,0 15,0 23,6 28,9 25,2 22,7 18,3 16,3 10,9 9,3 % 15,1
1987 6,7 6,6 9,2 17,7 27,0 20,5 28,6 22,7 19,2 14,8 9,0 8,5 % 15,9
1988 6,4 4,3 4,4 14,8 26,6 31,2 24,6 23,6 20,6 14,3 11,3 9,9 % 16,0
1989 11,2 9,3 12,2 21,8 21,6 27,6 30,0 23,8 21,7 16,8 11,8 9,8 % 18,1
1990 7,9 9,9 18,1 21,9 26,3 24,7 27,2 25,3 19,8 14,4 7,7 9,3 % 17,7
Number%of 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 % %
Minimum 0,2 N1,1 4,4 11,0 16,7 20,5 22,9 21,6 17,5 12,4 7,1 1,2 % %
Year 1985 1970 1988 1970 1962 1987 1962 1961 1978 1974 1968 1965 % %
Highest 11,2 12,8 18,1 21,9 27,0 31,2 30,4 34,2 25,0 20,0 14,7 12,1 % %
Year 1989 1976 1990 1990 1987 1988 1977 1982 1968 1971 1978 1975 % %
Total % % % % % % % % % % % % % %
Mean 5,9 5,8 10,0 16,3 23,4 26,6 26,8 25,3 20,6 15,8 10,6 7,4 % %
! 95!
Appendix'B:'Shade'Analysis'The!first!step!of!a!shade!analysis!in!PVsyst!is!to!draw!a!3D!scene!that!is!as!equal!as!possible!to!the!real!scene.!During!the!site!assessment,!attention!was!therefore!paid!to!the!orientation!of!the!buildings!and!the!tilt!angles,!as!well!as!the!length,!width!and!height!of!the!buildings.!If!there!are!elements! that! are! unlikely! to! cause! any! shade! at! the! array,! these! should!be! left! out! of! the!3D!sketch!in!order!to!make!the!processing!faster.!!Figure!B.1!shows!the!“Near!shadings”!dialog!in!PVsyst.!!!
!
FigureB'2:'The'"Near'Shadings"'dialog'in'PVsyst.'When!the!scene!is!drawn!and!the!array!is!located,!a!table!showing!the!irradiance!fraction!which!is!lost!at!different!positions.!If!the!sun!is!located!at!a!height!of!30o!and!an!azimuth!angle!of!G1000,!a!table!value!of!0.019!indicates!that!1.9%!of!the!direct!irradiance!is!lost!when!the!sun!is!located!at!this!position.!!Figure!B.2!shows!how!the!PV!module!area!was!located!at!building!1!in!the!shade!analysis!and!the!simulations.! Note! that! the! ventilators! and! snow! collectors! occupy! some! of! the! roof! area! at!building.!!
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Appendix'D:'Simulation'Results'As!PVsyst!produces!a!fourGpage!report! from!each!simulation,!and!nearly!100!simulations!were!performed,! it! would! be! unfeasible! to! show! all! simulation! results! in! the! thesis.! The! most!significant!results!were!shown! in! the!results!section!of! the! thesis,!while! this!appendix!provide!additional!information!about!the!simulation!results.!!Table!D.1!shows!the!electrical!key!characteristics!of!the!bestGperforming!systems!from!each!roof.!
!







per,string Strings Inverters MPPTs Umpp,,STC Umpp,,70,C Umpp,,0,C UOC,,<30,C Impp,,STC Isc,,STC
1.2 19 8 2 4 518'V 473'V 629'V 830'V 66.2'A 71.3'A
3.2 10 18 9 9 272'V 249'V 331'V 437'V 149'A 159'A

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The! electricity! price! was! calculated! by! using! the! future! values! for! Nordpool! spot! traded! at!NASDAQ!Commodities.!The!ticker!for!the!futures!used!are!ENOYR.!Table!E.3!shows!the!price!for!each!year!and!the!average!value.!The!data!was!collected!on!March!5th!2013.!!
!
Table'E.'3:'Future'spot'prices'at'NASDAQ'Commodities'collected'on'March'5th.'!!
Index Price[NOK/kWh]
ENOYR614 0.277
ENOYR615 0.268
ENOYR616 0.263
ENOYR617 0.273
ENOYR618 0.283
Average 0.27
ConversionErateEEuro/NokE=E7.45
